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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
UNLEASHING CROWD WISDOM: LEVERAGING COGNITIVE MEMORY STRUCTURES
TO INCREASE QUALITY OF USER-GENERATED CONTENT
by
Mahed Maddah
Florida International University, 2019
Miami, Florida
Professor Debra VanderMeer, Major Professor
In recent years, online information sharing platforms have opened new opportunities for
people to share information and experiences with each other and with organizations that sponsor
these platforms. Increasingly, data consumers, both at the organizational and at the individual level,
hope to use these User-Generated Content (UGC) in their decision making. However, recent studies
uncovered significant challenges associated with the interfaces used to collect high-quality UGC.
While many aspects of the information quality (IQ) of UGC have been studied, the role of data
structures in gathering UGC and the nature of shared content have yet to receive attention. UGC is
created on online platforms with varying degrees of data structure, ranging from unstructured (e.g.,
open box fields) to highly structured formats (e.g., rigid and specific forms). Despite much research
on UGC, we have little understanding of the appropriate degree of data structures in data collection
and its impact on the quality of information. Moreover, we know that most of the produced UGC
originates in the declarative memory of the contributors. Psychology literature shows that different
types of memory are stored and managed differently, and that they are retrieved accordingly. Thus,
we argue that the information collection interface for retrieving and collecting each type of memory
should be aligned with the way that it was stored. Therefore, we posit that designing interfaces with
sensitivity to human memory structures should result in improvements of the IQ of UGC. We
conducted several experiments to examine differently-designed information collection interfaces
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for different types of information. We evaluated both data creators’ and data consumers’ perceived
quality of information collection, at the individual level. The findings support our claims of the
importance of these factors for information quality. This research demonstrates a connection
between information system interface design and human memory, which eventually could result in
changes to best practices in interface design. This could, in turn, lead to improved interaction
between participants and organizations, including enhanced data creators’ self-expression,
improved users’ attitudes toward UGC systems, and increased value-add from organizations’ use
of UGC.
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CHAPTER 1: Dissertation Overview
Introduction
In the last 20 years, the Internet has grown from a read-mostly system into a platform that supports
a wide variety of dynamic and interactive applications. In parallel, users’ interaction with online
platforms has also evolved in response to the availibility of new opportunities for interaction. This
era can be characterized with two major stages of online interaction.
The first stage, which was dominated by the growth of e-commerce, was the beginning of users’
online interaction. The process of data creation was fairly simple in the early years of e-commerce.
Website owners acted as the main data creators on their online platforms, and the content that
online users used to create was mostly limited to transactional data, such as credit card information
that was collected through an online purchase. In this stage of online interaction, online users were
mostly considered data consumers, who read and used the data for individual decision-making
processes.
The appearance of Web 2.0 marked the commencement of a major shift, impacting the creation,
dissemination, and interpretation of online content (Sykes et al. 2008). With the unique features of
Web 2.0 (Click and Petit 2010), online users have a more prominent and varied role. Every internet
user has the potential to become a data creator, alongside his/her data consumer role. As a data
creator, online users are able to generate and record content that can be seen and used by other
online users in online platforms. This capability results in the emergence of a new type of online
content, User-Generated Content (UGC). According to Lukyanenko et al. (2014), UGC is “various
forms of digital information (e.g., comments forum posts, tags, product reviews, videos, maps)
produced by members of the general public. These are often casual content contributors (i.e. the
crowd) rather than employees or others closely associated with an organization”. Consequently,
we have seen the rise of more personal interactions over social media platforms and online
communities.
1

Throughout these years, website owners, i.e. businesses and other organizations, keep their data
consumer role. In the early days, organizations put significant analytics efforts to study and use the
great volumes of transactional data, leading to notable developments in product innovation, e.g.,
recommendation engines. With the rise of Web 2.0, organizations have gained access to a great
source of UGC and now seek to mine this source, looking for interesting and actionable
information.
One of the important outcomes of user interaction developments is the vast changes in the nature
and volume of information in online platforms. With the prevalent use of online platforms in the
current information-sharing era, the volume of produced UGC is far greater than that of traditional
transactional data (Lukyanenko and Parsons 2015). Moreover, traditional data is primarily recorded
by known employees within an organization, usually in a well-structured format. On the other hand,
UGC is mainly recorded by online users who are usually unknown and unrelated to the
organization. Consequently, the advent of UGC impacts several aspects of online content
management, including data collection techniques, decision-making processes, as well as
information quality approaches.
As data consumers – at both individual and organizational level – use the UGC in decision-making,
it should be of high quality. Despite much previous research, the literature shows that there is a
growing concern about the usability of UGC (Lukyanenko et al. 2014). We argue that the recorded
UGC will be useful, when both data creator and data consumer believe that the content reflects
what the creator intended to share. In other words, data creators should perceive that their recorded
UGC is, in fact, their intended to-be-shared content, then data consumers should consider the
recorded content useful for decision-making and analyses. Therefore, we propose that the quality
of the outcome in a UGC setting should be examined by assessing both data creators and data
consumers perception of quality.
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In this dissertation, we focus on the information quality of user-generated content in online
communities. We approach this concern from the data collection perspective, bridging the gap
between data collection and data usage in UGC settings. While many aspects of information quality
of UGC have been studied, our investigation shows that the role of data structures in gathering
UGC and nature of shared content have yet to receive attention. We examine these two aspects of
designing a data collection interface as well as their effects on users’ perception of information
quality.
We study the effects of degree of data structure on the quality of collected UGC. In this research,
degree of structure refers to an interface feature that results in various representations of data (R.
M. Losee 2006). For example, UGC is created in online platforms at varying degrees of data
structure, ranging from unstructured (like open box fields) to highly structured format (like rigid
forms). The degree of structure illustrates the extent to which the collected data is assigned to
dedicated fields and can thereby be directly processed (Baars and Kemper 2008). We found many
real cases, for example PatientsLikeMe and BAFsupport two among many UGC communities,
where similar data is being collected through interfaces with different degrees of structure. Despite
many studies in Human-Computer Interaction literature (Dix 2009; Jacko 2012; Sutcliffe 1988),
there has been little discussion on how to provide a well-structured interface to collect UGC.
Moreover, we examine the Nature of Shared Content (NSC) and its influence on the outcome.
Previous research in Human-Computer Interaction shows that the design of data-gathering
interfaces is typically based on users’ preferences and motivational factors (Stoeckl et al. 2007).
However, we argue that the nature of shared content, whether it is conveying a personal experience
or a general fact, needs to be considered. The UGC is far more personal than the transactional data
gathered through product sales and needs to be collected with this consideration. Psychology
literature shows that different types of memory are stored and managed differently, and that they
are retrieved accordingly. Thus, we argue that the information collection interface for retrieving
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and collecting each type of memory should be aligned with the way that it was stored. Therefore,
we posit that examining the nature of to-be-shared content should improve the quality of data in
UGC settings.
In this dissertation, we differentiate between information quality and perceived information quality.
We examine the two main entities in a UGC setting, data creators and data consumers, and evaluate
their perception of the quality of the data collection process and its outcome. At the beginning, we
develop a framework to thoroughly assess the perceived quality of information collection. Then,
we conduct separate experiments to first study the effects of the degree of structure on the recorded
outcome and then examine the nature of to-be-shared content. We show that considering these two
aspects in designing an information collection interface in UGC settings improves quality of UGC.
This research demonstrates a connection between information system interface design and human
memory, which eventually could result in changes to best practices in interface design. This could,
in turn, lead to improved interaction between participants and organizations, including enhanced
data creators’ self-expression, improved users’ attitudes toward UGC systems, and increased valueadd from organizations’ use of UGC.
Overview of the chapters
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 builds a case for the need to
explore perceived information quality in a UGC setting. Then, we explore the literature on
information quality (IQ). We discuss IQ in online communities and its discrepancies with
traditional data collection. We look at the IQ from a data collection perspective, where we provide
evidence to demonstrate that there is a need to investigate the process and structure of data creation
as well. Thus, we suggest a framework that, from the data creators’ point of view, thoroughly
evaluates the content, its creation process, and its structure. We call it the Perceived Quality of
Information Collection (PQoIC).

4

In Chapter 3, we examine the employment of different degrees of structure in data collection. We
investigate whether different interface design considerations change users’ attitudes about being
able to express themselves. To this end, we run several experiments to test interfaces with various
degrees of structure. We assess data creators’ perception of IQ, using our PQoIC instrument. We
also assess data consumers’ points of view and compare the results with data creators’ perception.
In Chapter 4, we take into account the nature of shared content (NSC) in designing the interface.
Examining the psychology literature on human memory, we investigate the storage and retrieval of
different types of content that are usually shared in online communities. We recognize the
differences between content related to knowing and content related to remembering, and we suggest
designing information collection interfaces with this consideration. By running multiple
experiments, we study the interaction between cognitive memory structures and interface design
and the resulting impact on the quality of user-generated content. Further, we intend to identify and
exploit synergies between data creator and consumer expectations.
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CHAPTER 2: Information Quality in Online Communities
Introduction
Decision makers deal with data and information in their daily interactions (Speier et al. 1999).
Whether a decision is being made on a personal level or an organizational level, the reliability of
the decision depends on the quality of the information (O’Reilly 1982). In order to make the best
decisions, we need high-quality information, since low-quality information could be misleading
and impair the decision-making process (Keller and Staelin 1987; Madnick et al. 2009). As a result,
researchers and practitioners pay a lot of attention to Information Quality (IQ).
Information quality (IQ) has been a core topic in Information Systems for many decades (Petter et
al. 2013). However, the appearance of new concepts and phenomenon, e.g. user-generated content
(UGC), has introduced additional challenges to information quality (Lukyanenko and Parsons
2015). Even though previous studies respond to some of these challenges, we argue that some
aspects of IQ of UGC have yet to receive attention.
Data consumers, whether at the organizational or personal level, use the UGC for analyses and
decisions. Naturally, a high-quality piece of user-generated content results in better decisions and
actions. As a result, having high-quality UGC is of much importance to consumers. There have
been different information quality approaches used to ensure the high-quality of UGC. However,
most of the traditional IQ measurement approaches focus on the quality of the recorded UGC, and
not the process of UGC collection. In other words, the assessment of the quality of the content
starts, after it is collected.
Given the unique features of the UGC, we argue that the assessment of its quality should start
before its creation. UGC is usually created by not-obligated and unpaid participants, whose
enthusiastic or efficiency could be affected during the creation process. Therefore, the medium that
is used to collect the UGC could affect its quality to some extent. We suggest assessing the quality
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of UGC, we should examine the features of the information collection interface that is used to
record UGC.
Primarily, we argue that the process of data entry in a UGC platform affects the data creators’
attitude. We define the process of data entry in terms of ease and speed of data entry. A complicated
and long data entry process may easily discourage a data creator who wants to voluntary share a
useful piece of information quickly and easily. On the other hand, we propose that the design and
structure of the information collection interface could affect the recorded outcome. We suggest that
a flexible interface with the high utility of structure could result in better outcome. Alongside with
these dimensions, we suggest that the traditional IQ dimensions of completeness and accuracy need
to be measured.
In this chapter, we argue that these dimensions need to be measured in terms of data creators’
perception. Further, we suggest a new comprehensive framework to assess the perceived quality in
a UGC setting.
IQ in UGC
Traditionally, information quality research was conducted in the context of organizational
information production (Abdel-Hamid 1988; Agmon and Ahituv 1987; Redman 1998). However,
this approach has changed through time. Internet users are dealing with huge amounts of usergenerated content (Dhar and Chang 2009; Wyrwoll 2014). We can see UGC in almost every kind
of website. UGC is produced in multiple formats, including text (e.g., Facebook), pictures (e.g.,
Flickr, Picasa, Wikimedia), videos (e.g., Facebook, YouTube, Wikimedia), digital art (e.g.,
DeviantArt), maps (e.g., OpenStreetMap) and their combinations (Arazy et al. 2011; Haklay and
Weber 2008; Susarla et al. 2012). It also includes sensor data (e.g., geolocations, timestamps,
ambient sounds) that are automatically collected from the devices used by people to create content
(Klonner et al. 2015). Moreover, UGC can be found in different outlets such as social media and
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social networks (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube), crowdsourcing (e.g., Wikipedia),
product reviews (e.g., Amazon.com), comments (e.g., on CNN, BBC stories online) community
portals, amateur news (e.g., Huffington Post), collaborative mapping (e.g., OpenStreetMap), chat
rooms, forums and discussion boards, blogs, and amateur websites.
This new stream of information caused some serious changes in decision-making processes, since
UGC supports decision making and analysis in different contexts. UGC has influenced both the
behavior of internet users and e-business models of some organizations (Li 2010). Considering the
proliferation of UGC and the growth of online businesses, UGC became a critical resource for
decision makers (R. Lukyanenko et al. 2014). Moreover, companies are increasing their reliance
on UGC and making decisions based on UGC. However, considering the unique features of usergenerated content, there is a growing concern about the quality of UGC.
As we mentioned earlier, UGC is different from traditional data in many ways. Unlike content
produced by organizational employees and close associates, UGC is created by members of the
general public, who often are casual content contributors (the crowd) with weak or no formal ties
to the organizations looking to use UGC (Lukyanenko et al. 2019). UGC platforms are usually
online and have few participation barriers, engage diverse audiences, and impose little, if any,
control on the process of data creation (Lukyanenko and Parsons 2015). In some platforms, the
UGC is created by people whose identity and skills are unknown or unapproved (Lee and Strong
2003). The user could be a well-educated expert on the topic or an uneducated teenager. The first
could create highly reliable data, while the latter might not. These feature of UGC makes data
consumers skeptical about the quality of UGC.
In a UGC environment, traditional processes of data quality control are often severely limited or
completely break down. According to Lukyanenko (2014), reaching and influencing (e.g., training,
providing quality feedback to) content creators is often infeasible when projects involve millions
of semi-anonymous users (e.g., Twitter). Casual online users often lack deep specialized knowledge
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(e.g., bird taxonomy, geography, consumer products) commonly required for organizational
decision making (Wiggins et al. 2011). Due to weak and informal ties, online contributors have
with the organizations interested in harnessing UGC, data contributors cannot be held accountable
for the quality of data they contribute. The context of information production is opaque and the
conditions under which online contributors make observations vary drastically, making it
challenging to assess the quality of a given contribution and use it in decision making. Considering
potential pitfalls associated with UGC, organizational decision-makers remain skeptical about
using it in critical tasks (Ali et al. 2014; Dickinson et al. 2010; Engel and Voshell 2002; Flanagin
and Metzger 2008).
Traditional IQ dimensions
As we mentioned earlier, IQ has been studied by information systems researchers for several years.
It is generally assumed that an IQ improvement program has to proceed by decomposing quality
into its constituent dimensions (e.g. accuracy, timeliness, completeness) (Arazy and Kopak 2011;
Ballou and Pazer 1995; Lee et al. 2002). In one of the seminal works, Wand and Wang (1996)
highlighted the importance of information quality in the overall effectiveness of an organization
and presented definitions of data quality dimensions by anchoring them in ontological foundations.
They identified data quality dimensions as accuracy and precision, reliability, timeliness and
currency, completeness and consistency.
Through years of research on IQ, several dimensions have been proposed to develop a seminal
taxonomy (based on data consumers’ needs), including intrinsic (e.g. accuracy, believability,
reputation), context (e.g. completeness, timeliness), representation (e.g. consistency in
representation, ease of understanding) and accessibility (e.g. ease of accessing the data). In working
with various dimensions of IQ, researchers concluded that trade-offs between dimensions appear
to be inevitable and are rooted in the complex nature of IQ itself (Batini and Scannapieca 2006;
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Pipino et al. 2002; Scannapieco et al. 2005). Examples of trade-offs identified in prior research
include accuracy and timeliness (Ballou and Pazer 1995); consistency and completeness (Ballou
and Pazer 2003). Trade-offs between IQ dimensions have been conceptualized ( Parsons,
Lukyanenko, & Wiersma, 2011) and demonstrated in UGC settings (Lukyanenko et al., 2014;
Lukyanenko et al., 2014). These findings broadly suggest that any approach to improving IQ should
be sensitive to the potential negative impact on some IQ dimensions.

We investigate the mentioned IQ dimensions in detail and look for dimensions that could help to
assess the IQ in the online community context. The two most related dimension that we chose are
completeness and accuracy. The created data being sufficient is a critical issue for data consumers.
We consider this feature as completeness, which, according to Wand and Wang (1996), is “the
ability of an information system to represent every meaningful state of the represented real-world
system”. The data could be assumed as complete, if all relevant data to satisfy the user requirements
are available (Parssian et al. 2004). The other important feature for the data is accuracy. Recording
the data correctly is crucial. According to Lukyanenko et al. (2014), a statement about a
phenomenon is accurate, if the statement is true for that phenomenon.
Although previous studies suggest some other dimensions to measure the content quality, these
dimensions seem not applicable to our context. For example, one of the other proposed dimension
is timeliness, which has been defined as whether the data is out of date (Wand and Wang 1996). In
the context of online communities, this dimension is not a factor when users are discussing a certain
issue. So, we chose completeness and accuracy as the two dimensions that could be considered in
most situations in online communities.

10

IQ vs Perceived IQ
Another critical point in the UGC setting is the difference between quality and perceived quality.
In a traditional setting, we used to assess the information quality, and it used to be conclusive. In
other words, a statement or a piece of information used to be considered either true or false. For
most situations, an expert user could identify the accuracy of a piece of information. However, for
UGC created in online communities, there is a big difference. Because of the nature of this context,
most of the content is inconclusive. In other words, in many cases, deciding about accuracy (or
completeness, or …) of a statement is not easy (if possible). For example, assume that two people
are sharing their experience of staying in two adjacent hotel rooms on the same night. The first
person might say that his room was very quiet. The second person, on the other hand, might say his
room was very noisy. They both could be right because they are talking about their own
experiences. That is why instead of information quality, we think that perceived information quality
should be assessed. Perceived information quality is users’ perception of the quality of the content
(Chandra and Ibrahim 2015).
In online communities, people talk about their feelings, experiences, and thoughts. And the only
person who can judge their statements is the person him/herself. In other words, an online user has
something in his mind, he uses the given interface to put that on the screen. The extent that the
recorded content matches with what was initially in his mind determines the quality of content.
And the only person to rate this match is himself. So, we propose that instead of information quality,
we should evaluate the perceived information quality of the content. Therefore, instead of asking
about the completeness, we should ask if the information collection interface gave the data creator
the ability to record all the content that he wanted to record.
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Beyond content
So far, we discussed the IQ dimensions by focusing on the traditional dimensions of quality.
However, we argue that there are other factors that could eventually affect the IQ of recorded
content and needs to receive attention. And similar to content-related dimensions (completeness
and accuracy), we look at these factors from data creators’ perspective. These factors indirectly
affect IQ through the information collection process and interface:
Process
We propose that the process of data collection should be considered in assessing the quality of the
outcome. Essentially, the interaction of data creators and a collection interface could affect the
recorded outcome. For example, if a data creator deems the process of data creation not easy, this
feeling might influence his/her performance. In other words, a complicated data creation process
could discourage a data creator. In an online community, where the data creator is not obligated to
contribute, this discouragement could make the data creator unwilling to share or to sacrifice some
parts of the intended-to-be-shared content. Thus, we suggest that to assess the perceived quality of
recorded content in an online community, we need to evaluate the data creation process. By
examining the previous studies on the HCI (Ben-Zion et al. 2014; Ehrler et al. 2015; Hua et al.
2014; Ju and Ding 2015; Rahman et al. 2016), we propose ease of data entry and speed of data
entry as two major dimensions of the data creation process.
Structure
The content generated in an online community is recorded using a specific medium. We argue that
the features of this medium could affect the recorded outcome. If we want to have a better
assessment of data creators’ perception about the quality of the recorded outcome, we need to
consider the given interface. A well designed information collection interface could enable a
contributor to record the content exactly as he/she wanted to record. For example, an ill-structured
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interface that is not flexible to collect the details of experience will not result in a high-quality piece
of information. Thus, we suggest that the structure of the information collection interface needs to
be evaluated in the assessment of the perceived quality of information collection. Considering
previous studies on the structure of a data collection interface (Chavez et al. 2015; Gong et al. 2016;
Granello and Wheaton 2004), we introduced flexibility and utility of structure as two dimensions
of the structure.
Perceived Quality of Information Collection Framework
As we evaluate the quality of the content, we should consider all aspects of data creators’ interaction
with the interface. In this research, we study the information quality of UGC from the data creators’
point of view. As we discussed earlier, we propose that the process of data creation and the structure
of information collection interface, alongside with the content itself, should be considered in
assessing the outcome. We argue that the combination of these three aspects could give us a
comprehensive assessment of the information quality. We went through the literature and
developed a new construct to thoroughly measure data creators’ interactions with information
collection interfaces. We introduced the Perceived Quality of Information Collection (PQoIC)
construct that could evaluate this interaction in terms of content, process, and structure. We evaluate
content sub-construct in terms of completes and accuracy. We use time and speed of data entry to
assess process sub-construct, and flexibility and utility of structure to assess structure subconstruct. The following figure represents our PQoIC construct and its dimensions.
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Figure 1 - PQoIC framework

PQoIC measurement instrument
We use the PQoIC construct as the dependent variable in our studies in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
We design our construct as a formative construct that is being formed by its dimensions. We
introduced this new construct by adopting some related dimensions from the literature. Similarly,
we developed the following measures as an instrument to assess this construct. To comply with our
research context, we customize and modify some of the items in the instrument. The items are
adapted from previous research on IQ (Collier and Barnes 2015; Pikkarainen et al. 2004; Wixom
and Todd 2005; Xu et al. 2013) and aims to assess the perceived quality of content, process, and
structure of recorded information. The following table presents our items.
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Perceived
Completeness

Dim

Perceived Utility of
Structure

Structure

Perceived Flexibility

Perceived
Speed of Data
entry

Process

Perceived
Ease of
data entry

Perceived
Accuracy

Content

Sub.

Item

- I was able to record all the information that I wanted to record.
- I was able to record thorough information about my experience with this
topic.
- I was able to record thorough information about my knowledge of this
topic.
- The information that I provided is all the information that was asked of
me. *
- I was able to record precise information.
- I was able to record correct information about my experience with this
topic.
- I was able to record correct information about my knowledge of this topic.
- The information that I provided is error-free. *
- It was easy for me to record the information that was asked of me.
- I found the provided data entry interface easy to use.
- My interaction with the data entry interface was clear and understandable.
- My interaction with the data entry interface took a lot of effort. *
- The way that I shared my experience/knowledge was a fast way to do so. *
- The data entry process took too much time.
- The duration of time I spent on sharing my experience/knowledge was
acceptable.
- Considering the information that I wanted to create, the data entry process
took about the time that I expected.
- The data entry interface was designed to be flexible to adapt to different
experiences.
- I was able to adjust my experience/knowledge to the provided data entry
interface.
- I felt that it was important to use all of the given fields to fully capture my
experience.
- The interface did not provide sufficient fields to help me capture my
experience. *
- The data entry interface provided sufficient features that I needed to record
the information.
- The structure of the provided data entry interface enabled me to share my
experience/knowledge efficiently.
- The interface that I used was well formatted for the information that I
wanted to create.
- Using the provided interface, I was able to create information that would
be useful to others. *
- The structure provided by the interface allowed me to clearly present my
answer(s) to the question(s). *
Table 1 – PQoIC measurement instrument
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The items related to content sub-construct are adopted from (Lee et al. 2002; Nicolaou and
McKnight 2006; Wang and Benbasat 2008; Wixom and Todd 2005; Xu et al. 2013). To develop
the items to evaluate ease and speed of data entry, we used the research on the process of data
creation (Cocosila and Trabelsi 2016; Dabholkar and Sheng 2009; Lederer et al. 2000; Pikkarainen
et al. 2004; Rahman et al. 2016; Rajan and Baral 2015; Steelman et al. 2014a; Van Dolen et al.
2007). Finally, our structure-related items are adopted from (Bhatt and Stump 2001; Cho et al.
2009; Gong et al. 2016; Kim 2010, p. 20).
This survey will be used to assess data creators’ perception of the quality of information collection.
After recording their responses in the provided information collection interfaces, each data creator
will be given this survey to evaluate his/her perceived quality of information collection. Following
Mason and Suri (2012a), we include three “captcha” or “reverse Turing test” questions in the
instrument (the bold items). This is a simple way to control the obligation of respondents to the
assigned tasks. These questions are designed in a way that it is not reasonable if someone responds
to them similar to the next question. We validate the instrument based on the collected data in
Chapter 3. Eventually, the items marked with a star (*) is dropped from the instrument.
In the following chapters, we describe our research questions and provide the details of each
research, in which we use our PQoIC construct.
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CHAPTER 3: Examining the effects of data structure on PQoIC
Introduction
Data collection interfaces are the data creators’ medium to record the content they wish to share.
Previous findings show that, while recording data, users may get discouraged by inadequate data
entry choices (Kaplan and Haenlein 2010). Users’ Dissatisfaction can lead to loss of immediate
users and potentially other users as well, since a discouraged user will not promote the system to
others. As online participation is mostly voluntary, participants are easily dissuaded from using an
online system if the process of making contributions is difficult (Ipeirotis et al. 2010; Nov et al.
2011). In addition, a flawed data-entry process can result in databases filled with incomplete or
inaccurate data, which brings about serious problems for data consumers hoping to leverage UGC
in their decision making and actions (Strong et al. 1997; Wang et al. 1995; Xu et al. 2002). In other
words, data entry choices not matching expectations may result in inaccurate data or loss of online
participants. These consequences suggest the need for continued research on improvements in
designing data entry platforms to increase the IQ of collected UGC.
We can examine designing an online interface from different perspectives. Previous studies
analyzed data collection interfaces in terms of usability, ease of use, productivity, and so on. One
of the main goals of all these studies is to improve the quality of data creation and the outcome.
Data creators expect an easy-to-use and well-structured interface to record what they wish to record.
A welcoming interface to data creators is the one that enables them to convey their idea, comment,
experience or thought exactly as they intend to convey it.
Examining different online interfaces, we find particular designs that restrict the data creator to a
certain structure or give them the freedom of data creation in any format. UGC is created in online
platforms at varying degrees of data structure, ranging from totally unstructured (e.g., open box
fields) to highly structured formats (e.g., rigid and specific forms) (Maddah et al. 2016). Most
importantly, similar data is being collected through interfaces with different degrees of structure.
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In other words, to collect the data creators’ response to a specific question, an online platform
provides an interface that lets data creators write their responses in form of sentences and
paragraphs. Another online platform, however, might provide a very rigid structured form with predefined answers to collect data creators’ response to the exact same question. As a result, we decide
to scrutinize how an interface is structured to record the intended content.
Naturally, each interface design has advantages and disadvantages, and we will discuss these later.
Nonetheless, the existence of diverse UGC platforms and different formats show that the designers
and managers have not agreed on a unified design for UGC (Jin et al. 2012; Obrist et al. 2008).
While recent research has begun to make progress on this issue, research on UGC indicates that we
have little understanding of the appropriate degree of data structure for UGC data gathering and its
impact on the quality of information (Lukyanenko and Parsons 2015). In this chapter, we examine
the degree of structure in designing interfaces to collect UGC.
Motivation
When we look at the UGC coming from social media and online communities, we can see the
content recorded at various degrees of structures. The diversity in UGC formats starts from a highly
unstructured text format, such as commenting on a news story in Yahoo!News or commenting on a
video on YouTube, and it goes to a highly structured design, like rigid feedback forms of some
services. These two examples are the two extremes of a continuum. There are many other examples,
where the interface offers a mix of different options. For instance, on Facebook, other than having
an open box to type down the status, users have the option to select a “Feeling/Activity”. So, for
example, if a user wants to share the experience of watching a movie, he/she can select the act of
“Watching”, then writes about his/her specific experience in an unstructured way. As another
example, the Internet Movie Database (IMDB) provides an open box of summary, a drop-down list
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for a numerical vote and another open review box for users to review a movie (screenshots are
provided in Appendix A).
Perhaps it is considered reasonable that each interface with a specific degree of structure is being
used to satisfy a certain expectations of data creators or data consumers. However, the interesting
point is we found differently designed interfaces, in terms of degree of structure, even in a similar
context. In other words, we have many instances where similar data is being collected through
interfaces with various degrees of structure. For example, Glassdoor (www.Glassdoor.com), a
recruiting website, lets users review companies, by providing a form asking for overall rating (1 to
5 stars), employee status (two-choice question), employment status (Drop-down list), review title
(blank field), Pros, Cons (open boxes) and advice to management. On the other hand, a similar
website, Indeed (www.Indeed.com) asks for different information on reviewing a company
including an open review box (other than the pros and cons) and star-ratings for different aspects
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2 - Screenshot of two similar-purpose websites with different data-entry structure

Other than the existence of differently structured interfaces, there are evidences of users
complaining about a given interface due to its level of structure. Some users express their frustration
of using an interface that is not designed according to their expectation. For example, an Etsy user
– an online marketplace – criticized the review platform for letting her rate the product, only if she
writes a review. And since she doesn’t want to write a review, she didn’t rate the product. In the
discussion forum, she literally wrote: “I just tried to leave a review. I clicked 5 stars but did not
want to write anything… the page would not let me record the 5 stars without saying something,
so I did not leave a review.” (2016). As another example, in an online programming forum, a
programmer complaining about having a problem gathering data, while users input something like
“-5 seconds” in a field that meant to gather numeric data (2004). We can also see development and
changes in the data creation platform of popular social networks such as Facebook or Twitter. As
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Gustafson (Gustafson 2011) mentioned, we could improve the Tweet box in Twitter by adding the
“label” function. In healthcare, we can also see difficulties that physicians and nurses have with
UGC platforms in Electronic Health record systems (EHRs). Doctors, who feel like data entry
clerks, complain about lack of free flow of information, hard to find the intended information,
usability frustration and time-consuming processes (Green 2015).
Interface design has been a critical focus in Human-Computer Interaction literature for many years.
However, the lack of agreement on the appropriate degree of structure in interface design shows
that this topic has yet to receive attention. Some studies show that the interface can influence the
system outcome and users’ perception of the system. In this study, we examine the following
research question:
-

Does designing information collection interfaces with different degrees of structure make
any differences in data creators’ Perceived Quality of Information Collection?

With the growing reliance by organizations on information produced by ordinary people, a pressing
question is how to design user-generated systems in the most effective way. Specifically,
considering the advantages and limitations of structured and unstructured data, we seek to
understand which format is most appropriate for any given purpose.
Degree of Structure
We have to consider the manufacturing approach to the UGC, that the data is being created for
being used by data consumers (Bidgoli 2014; Lee et al. 2006). Managers need data to be analyzed
for different purposes including finding trends(Mathioudakis and Koudas 2010), predicting future’s
(Asur and Huberman 2010) needs, providing customized services (Hanna et al. 2011) and so on.
Any shortcomings or flaws in the quality of data could lead databases to become filled with
incomplete, or even worse, inaccurate data. Incomplete databases result in serious problems for
data consumers (Strong et al. 1997; Wang et al. 1995; Xu et al. 2002). Besides, as we perceive from
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the comments of dissatisfied people, users get discouraged from these imperfect platforms (Kaplan
and Haenlein 2010). This discouragement could eventually result in losing the user, and even other
users, since a discouraged user will not be an advertiser for the system. All these consequences
highlight the importance of data collection in the UGC setting.
Considering text as the most common format of UGC (Zhang et al. 2016), we found content
recorded in different degrees of structure. Losee (2006) categorized the representation of data as
structured, semi-structured or unstructured. The data is considered structured if it is organized in a
highly regular way, and the regularity applies to all the data in the dataset (R. Losee 2006; Zhang
et al. 2016). However, in semi-structured format, data might be interpreted with structural
information supplied as tags, therefore the structural regularity across data items is gone (R. Losee
2006). Unstructured data comes in a variety of formats, including text messages and transcribed
comments (Lahl 2011), and contains no explicit structuring information. As indicated by previous
studies, there is no consensus on “the best level” of structure for UGC. For example, Walters (1961)
argued that structured information outperforms unstructured information in attracting meaningful
responses, while Gibson (1998) defended unstructured information in terms of generating greater
depth and enabling the identification of details.
Each style of UGC interface design has advantages and disadvantages (R. Lukyanenko et al. 2014)
and serves different purposes. Usually, when the data are created and stored in a structured form,
the process of data creation is relatively transparent and well-controlled (Strong et al. 1997).
Additionally, the resulting data are more organized and understandable. However, the lack of
flexibility of structured data does not give users the freedom to create some potentially valuable
data not is not specifically asked for (Zhang et al. 2016). On the other hand, the resulting data from
an unstructured data entry format may be overarching and complete, but hard to analyze and
understand (Buneman et al. 1997). Users have the flexibility in selecting what to input, however,
there is always a chance of forgetting or ignoring some potentially valuable data. Notwithstanding
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the flexibility, however, another challenge is interpretation and analysis of unstructured data.
Unstructured data is considerably more difficult to analyze.
Designing the interface has been a critical element in Human-Computer Interaction literature for
many years. Researchers examined Interface design in different contexts including web retailers
(Christine Roy et al. 2001), loyalty (Chang and Chen 2008), healthcare (Thyvalikakath et al. 2014)
and so on. The common point of these studies is the importance of an efficient interface (Helander
2014; Plaisant and Shneiderman 2010). Some studies show that the interface can influence the
system outcome and users’ perception of the system. For example, studying web retailers, Roy et
al. (2001) showed a strong relationship between interface design and users’ trust in the website,
which consequently result in the retailers’ growth. Also, Shneiderman and Plaisant (2010)
encourage interface improvement. They pointed out poor performance and users’ frustration as
results of interfaces with tedious and complex procedures and inadequate functionality.
Theoretical Model and Propositions
The user interface in UGC setting, that we refer to as the information collection interface, can be
designed in different ways. There are a wide variety of factors that can be considered in designing
the interface. Interface simplicity, generality, convenience, ease of navigation, functionality are
some of the factors that have been studied in previous research (Fielding and Taylor 2002; Kim et
al. 2001). One of the factors that has yet to be studied is the degree of structure of the interface.
Losee (2006) used three categories for interface design in terms of degree of structure. A format
with the lowest degree of data structure is the unstructured (flexible) format in which data fields
are open boxes, and users can write their answers in sentences or paragraphs. On the other hand, a
structured (fixed) format has a higher degree of structure in which users are allowed to select the
preferred answer among the pre-defined options. In this format, data is collected through dropdown menus, multiple-choice options, or some kind of predefined categories (R. Losee 2006;
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Zhang et al. 2016). In this research, the design format and arrangement of the data collection
interface is referred to as the degree of structure.
The concept of degree of structure has been studied, in previous studies(Buneman et al. 1997; R.
Losee 2006; Turoff et al. 2004; Wand and Weber 1990). These studies showed the importance of
this factor in collecting data from the crowd. Changes in the degree of structure of user interface
result in variously-designed interfaces with different performances. Knowing that a well-designed
interface can improve the performance of a system (Plaisant and Shneiderman 2010), we think that
there could be a relationship between the degree of structure of information collection interface and
the performance of the system. And as we discussed in the previous chapter, in the UGC setting,
especially online communities, we assess the performance of the system by the perceived quality
of information collection (PQoIC). Therefore, we propose:

Proposition 1 - In a UGC setting, different degrees of data structure for information collection
interface result in different Perceptions of the Quality of Information Collection of the recorded
outcome.

Figure 3 – Conceptual model – degree of structure

In order to decrease the effect of other factors in this relationship, we measure some other elements
that could influence the effect. We consider some of the demographic characteristics of the
participants and investigate them. Age, gender, education, and English language proficiency are
some of the variables that we consider in this study.
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Research model and hypotheses development
As we discussed earlier, the degree of structure is a continuum and could not be examined for its
all possible conditions. However, we can define and examine the two extremes of the degree of
structure; totally unstructured and totally structured format. Structured data is organized in a highly
regular way, and this regularity applies to all the data in a specific dataset (R. Losee 2006; Zhang
et al. 2016). On the other hand, unstructured data comes in a variety of formats, including text
messages and transcribed comments (Lahl 2011), and contains diverse, unformatted information
(Zhang et al. 2016). In the context of relational database systems, Blumberg and Atre (2003)
defined unstructured data as data that can’t be stored in rows and columns. Moreover, based on
Losee (2006), semi-structured data contains structural information supplied as tags. Lukyanenko et
al. (2014) also used the instance-based format in their study, which adopts a similar rationale to
semi-structured format. They used instance-based format to collect data, which loosens rigid
requirements to classify instances, by letting users store any attribute associated with an observed
instance. For the sake of simplicity and in order to see if we could figure out a pattern for different
conditions, we follow Losee (2006) and define the third condition for our degree of structure: semistructured. In our study, semi-structured is basically similar to the unstructured format; however,
we ask for hashtags to add some structure to our unstructured format.
On the other hand, we already break down our perceived quality of information collection construct
into three levels: Content, Process, and Structure. As we discussed in Chapter 2, the content aspect
of PQoIC is assessed in terms of perceived accuracy and completeness. Perceived ease and speed
of data entry are the two dimensions of process sub-construct of PQoIC. And finally, to evaluate
the structure sub-construct, we evaluate perceived flexibility and utility of structure. The following
figure presents our research model:
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Figure 4 – Research model -Degree of structure

We have studied data creators’ reaction to different interfaces. Our observations imply that data
consumers chose the less-structured format when they are given the freedom to choose. Given the
flexibility of the less-structured format, data creators might consider it more efficient in data
collection. As we mentioned before, an unstructured information collection is potentially capable
of collecting overarching complete data, because of its openness. On the other hand, a structured
data entry format might ignore to collect potentially valuable data. With this consideration, we
hypothesize:
-

H1a - Data creators perceive that using less-structured information collection interfaces
results in recording more complete and accurate data than using more-structured
information collection interfaces.

-

H1b - Data creators perceive that using less-structured information collection interfaces is
easier and faster than using more-structured information collection interfaces.

-

H1c - Data creators perceive that less-structured information collection interfaces are more
flexible and let higher utilize of structure than more-structured information collection
interfaces.

The following table summarizes the experiment design and our hypotheses:
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Figure 5 – Experiment design

In the next section, we discuss the methodology of this study.
Methodology
An experimental methodology is used to study the relationship between the degree of data structure
in interface design and the perceived quality of information collection in online communities. We
consider the two main stakeholders in online communities: data creators and data consumers. So,
in our study, we examine the perception of both data creators and data consumers. For data creators’
point of view, we designed a completed randomized experiment where participants used differently
designed interfaces and evaluated their data recording experience for each experiment. For data
consumers’ point of view, we run another experiment to evaluate the data consumers’ perception
of the quality of the outcome. The following sections describe our experiment designs.
Experimental design – Data creators
We want to investigate whether designing information collection interfaces with different degrees
of structure make any differences in data creators’ perception of Information Quality. So, we
decided to run an experiment where similar tasks are being completed using different interfaces.
The experiment is conducted via Amazon Mechanical Turk. So, we don’t have access to the
participants, and we can’t control every variable in the experiment.
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To run the experiment, we designed three different interfaces and define a scenario. The
participants are randomly assigned to one of the interfaces to respond to the scenario’s questions.
After responding to the question(s) – using the assigned interface – the participants are given a
survey to assess their perception of the quality of information collection based on the used interface.
The items in the survey are measured by a 7-point Likert type scale, with values ranging from 1
(very unimportant or strongly disagree) to 7 (very important or strongly agree).
Before beginning the experiment, the participants are presented with a brief description of the
experiment and research. When they consent to participate in the study, they are presented with a
short demographic survey, which asks about their gender, age range, education, and English
language proficiency. We argue that this relationship might be affected by some other factors.
According to several studies (Hernández et al. 2011; Ong and Lai 2006; Zheng et al. 2013), age,
gender and education may influence online users’ data creation performance. Moreover, since some
participants are assigned to an interface that requires writing their experience, we think that not
being proficient in the English language might affect the responses. So, we decide to control this
variable as well.
Information Collection Interface

As we mentioned earlier, the information collection interface is studied in this research in terms of
degree of structure. Following Losee’s (2006) categorization, we designed three interfaces with the
following features:
-

The unstructured (flexible) format which Comes in a variety of formats and contains no
explicit structuring information; In our experiment, the unstructured format represents with
open box field, where users can write their answers in the form of sentences or paragraphs.

-

The semi-structured format in which data might be interpreted with structural
information supplied as tags, therefore the structural regularity across data items is gone;
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As we mentioned earlier, there are too many possible conditions for a semi-structured
format. For the sake of simplicity and in order to see if we could figure out a pattern for
different conditions, our semi-structured format is similar to the unstructured format with
one big difference. The unstructured open box field is accompanied by three hashtag fields,
and the participants are required to create at least two hashtags. They can create a hashtag
by typing # following by a term. This term can be a keyword or an important point of the
answer.
-

The structured (fixed) format which is organized in a highly regular way and the
regularity applies to all the data in the dataset; This interface has to result in a totally
structured outcome. So, we let participants record content only by selecting answers from
a pre-defined list. This interface contains a list of multiple-choice questions.
One important point in designing this interface was to make sure that we have a
comprehensive list of questions. In other words, a participant who uses unstructured format
is free to write whatever they want regarding the experience. For example, while talking
about the flight experience, he/she can talk about an annoying baby who sat in the front
row. However, in a structured format, participants do not have the freedom to write down
their experiences and they are only allowed to answer the given questions by choosing from
a list of answers. So, we had to make sure that the given questions cover as much as the
possible experiences that the participants wanted to share. Therefore, we interviewed 10
different volunteers who had a recent flight experience. The interviewees were 5 male and
5 females ranging from 22 years old to 47 years old. The interviews were unstructured, and
we ask volunteers to talk about their experience at the airport and during the flight. Based
on the results of these interviews, we came up with a list of questions that covers all the
experiences of the interviewees. Even though there could be always a very rare and unique
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piece of experience, we think that our list of questions for structured format could
potentially cover almost all the experiences that our future participants are willing to share.
A complete list of tasks for this experiment is provided in Appendix B.
Scenario

To receive more reliable results from the experiment, we needed to mentally and emotionally
involve participants with the study. To get them involved, we need to define the tasks in a context
that could attract participants’ attention. We propose that the context must be something that
participants have experience in, care about and feel that their participation might make an
improvement. After reviewing different contexts and possible topics for our experiment tasks, we
found out that participants’ experience with an airline during a flight could be a good topic. It’s
something that most people deal with. And it usually somehow bothers people. People usually
experiencing problems in buying tickets, long lines for check-ins, long lines for getting into the
plane, and so on. We argue that seeing tasks in this context evokes participant’s emotion and make
them emotionally engaged with the experiment hoping their answers might somehow improve the
process.
We consider two major elements of this experience: checking-in (including passengers experiences
from the moment that they get to the airport to the moment that they get onto the plane) and flight
(including passengers experience from the moment that they get onto the plane until they get off at
the destination). The scenario asks participants to imagine their last (or most memorable
experience) and ask them to share their experience. Before starting the task, we asked participants
if they had flight experience within the last 10 years. If they do, they can take the task.
PQoIC instrument

We aim to examine the effects of the degree of data structure on the perceived quality of
information collection. As we explained in Chapter 2, we have defined three sub-constructs to
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evaluate the PQoIC. The content sub-construct focuses on the quality of the outcome and is
evaluated by measuring the data creators’ perceived completeness and perceived accuracy of the
recorded content. The process sub-construct investigating the data creation process with two
dimensions that evaluates data creators’ perception of ease and speed of data entry. And finally,
the structure sub-construct aims to measures data creators’ perception of the Flexibility and Utility
of structure of the given interface. In our survey instrument, each item is measured by a 7-point
Likert type scale, with values ranging from 1 (very unimportant or strongly disagree) to 7 (very
important or strongly agree). A higher value represents greater importance or agreement perceived
by the respondents.
The following table summarizes the experiment condition.

Perceived Quality of Information Collection

Accuracy

Ease of data
entry

Speed of data
entry

Flexibility

Utility of
Structure

Check-in &
In the plane
experience

Structure

Structured/Fixed

-

-

-

-

-

-

Semi-Structured

-

-

-

-

-

-

Unstructured/Flexible

-

-

-

-

-

-

Information Collection
Interface

Degree of
Structure

Context

Process

Completeness

Content

Figure 6 – Experiment conditions

Other than the mentioned control variables, we think that the fact that how well the participant
remembers details of the experiment could affect the response. Even though we ask them to share
a memorable experience, the perception of how well they remember it should be considered. So,
we ask participants to rate their perception of remembering the experience on a 7-point Likert scale.
Furthermore, we propose the extent that participants feel they are involved and interested in the
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task should be considered. A not-interested participant might have a different perception of quality
than an interested participant. So, we used measurement to assess participants’ involvement with
the task (Kramer 2007; Wang and Keh 2017).
Experiment design – Data consumers
To examine data consumers perception about the quality of information collection, we run another
experiment. In order to have a better understanding of the quality of the outcome, we need to
evaluate both data creators and data consumers perception. As a data creator might feel that he/she
was able to record very useful information, but the recorded content might not be of any use for the
data consumer. In the previous experiment, we measure data creator’s perception of the quality of
information that is collected through interfaces with various degrees of structure. In this
experiment, we measure data consumers perception of the quality of the content that is recorded
using each one of the interfaces.
In this experiment, we evaluate the recorded content of the structured and unstructured format.
Each participant is randomly given either an unstructured content or a structured content. The
unstructured content is shown as a text box, whereas structured content is shown as a brief table.
Figure 7 provides an example of a piece of response collected through an unstructured interface.
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Figure 7 – A sample of unstructured content

Figure 8 provides an example of a piece of content collected through an unstructured interface.
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Figure 8 – A sample of structured content

After seeing the content, each participant is given a short survey which includes both scaled and
open-ended questions. We follow a qualitative approach for this experiment to explore data
consumers perception about each type of content. The survey is provided in Appendix C.
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Data collection
We recruited our participants through the Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). MTurk is a
crowdsourcing platform that offers access to large numbers of job requesters (people who post
micro-tasks (Deng et al. 2016)) and crowd workers (people who perform the tasks (Deng et al.
2016)). It allows crowd workers to perform tasks in exchange for monetary rewards (Buhrmester
et al. 2011; O’Leary et al. 2014). Previous studies show various applications of MTurk in research.
It has been widely used for different purposes including language transcriptions (Marge et al. 2010),
experiment designs (Bursztein et al. 2010), qualitative designs (Ward and Broniarczyk 2011) and
user evaluation studies (Sorokin et al. 2010). To run this experiment, we create microtasks in
crowdsourcing (CS) platform, specifically Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), and ask participants
to perform the tasks.
In the past few years, MTurk has been increasingly used by researchers from different disciplines,
as a method for collecting data. The benefits of MTurk, including diverse (Ross et al. 2010) and
motivated (Kaufmann et al. 2011) international online workforce and the monetary incentives
(Steelman et al. 2014b), persuade several researchers to consider this crowdsourcing platform as a
promising research tool (Mogilner et al. 2012; Yu and Nickerson 2011). For example, Alonso and
Mizzaro (2012) used MTurk as a cheap and reliable alternative for the relevance assessment of
information retrieval. MTurk has been also used for running field experiments in economics
(Chandler and Kapelner 2013). The MTurk is becoming so popular that Mason and Suri (2012b)
discussing using it in conducting behavioral research by providing detailed guidelines. Besides,
Steelman et al. (Steelman et al. 2014b) proposed using platforms such as MTurk as an alternative
to student surveys for conducting research. The reliability of this platform for conducting academic
research has been examined by researchers in different aspects (O’Leary et al. 2014). Paolacci et
al. (2010) compared MTurk to other subject pools and showed that respondents obtained via MTurk
are at least as representative of the U.S. population as traditional student subject pools. They also
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posited that the MTurk respondents are more representative of the general workforce in terms of
age than the traditional respondents. Moreover, MTurk participants tend to have more work
experience and be more ethnically diverse (Behrend et al. 2011). Generally, several studies have
shown that the reliability of the data obtained from MTurk or similar crowdsourcing platforms, is
as good as or even better than data from more traditional subject pools (Behrend et al. 2011;
Buhrmester et al. 2011; Casler et al. 2013).
We ask MTurk workers aging from 18 to 60 years old and live in the United States to participate
in the experiments. Considering the shortcomings of design features on MTurk, we decided to
design the experience on Qualtrics and put a hyperlink on the MTurk task. So, MTurk workers who
decided to participate in our study are directed to the Qualtrics experiment using a hyperlink. We
want to clarify that this is an exploratory study to examine the effects of the degree of structure on
perceived quality. We are investigating three differently designed interfaces. So, there is no
treatment or control group in our study, since we don’t have any base or standard treatment. Also,
in order to minimize the bias in our study, we follow a between-subject design. So, each participant
is allowed to take part in the experiment only once. Therefore, the participants record their
responses using only one of the three interfaces. Moreover, to decrease the risk of receiving
corrupted data, we needed to make sure that the participants are actually sharing their own
experience by using the given interface. So, using an JS code, we disabled the copy/paste feature
on the page of the experiment.
Analyses and results
Instrument validation
We used Confirmatory Factor Analyses to test how well our instrument items measure the related
variables. We developed our instrument based on the previous research and modify some items.
So, in order to make sure that the instrument is actually measuring what we want it to measure, we
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run a factor analysis using LISREL. The consistency and the stability of a score from a
measurement scale are assessed with reliability tests. We performed an internal consistency
analysis to assess the reliability and consistency of our instrument. The results of the CFA suggest
dropping one item from each of the variables. For testing internal consistency reliability, we used
Cronbach’s alpha. Cronbach’s alpha helps in estimating the proportion of systematic or consistent
variance in a given sample of test scores.

Dimension

Number
of items

Cronbach's
alpha

Cronbach's alpha based on
standardized items

Completeness
Accuracy
Ease of data entry
Speed of data entry
Flexibility
Utility of structure

3
3
3
3
3
3

.942
.870
.894
.839
.729
.870

.942
.884
.894
.847
.735
.873

Table 2 – Instrument factor loading

This shows that the final listed items are internally consistent and reliable. The following table lists
the measurement items that we used in the final questionnaire.

Sub

Content

Process

Structure

Dimension

Item

Comp1
Completeness Comp2
Comp3
Accu1
Accuracy
Accu2
Accu3
Ease1
Ease of Data
Ease2
Entry
Ease3
Spee1
Speed of
Spee2
Data Entry
Spee3
Flex1
Flexibility
Flex2
Flex3
Util1
Utility of
Structure
Util2

CFA
Loading

Mean

0.89
0.96
0.91
0.75
0.89
0.91
0.73
0.91
0.94
0.75
0.88
0.79
0.74
0.76
0.58
0.76
0.89

5.83
5.78
5.82
5.69
6.15
6.10
6.14
6.20
6.19
5.37
5.60
5.54
5.05
5.48
5.21
5.45
5.68
37

Cronbach’s
Alpha

Cronbach’s
Alpha

CA Stand.

0.934

0.935

0.862

0.872

0.867

0.871

0.942
0.870
0.894
0.839
0.729
0.870

Sub

Dimension

Item

CFA
Loading

Mean

Util3

0.85

5.57

Cronbach’s
Alpha

Cronbach’s
Alpha

CA Stand.

Table 3 – Finalized items

Descriptive Statistics
We run our experiment through the Amazon Mechanical Turk and received 364 responses. First,
we need to make sure that our collected data is of high quality. So, we cleaned the collected data
by detecting and removing the corrupt datapoints. In order to do so, we consider two factors: timing
and our Captcha item. As Qualtrics records the timing of each task, we knew how much time each
participant spent on each task. To be consistent for different interfaces, we considered the time
spent on our final survey (which was constant for all the participants). We wanted to figure out the
minimum time required to spend on the survey. We asked three graduate students volunteers, who
considered themselves fast-reader, to time themselves while reading and understanding the survey
as fast as possible. Based on the result of this exercise, we figured that the minimum reasonable
time to spend on the survey is 30 seconds. So, we dropped 42 responses, in which the participants
spent less than 30 seconds, since they probably did not pay enough attention to the tasks. Further,
as we mentioned in Chapter 2, we had one captcha item among the items of the speed of data entry
dimension. Based on the nature of the items, it does not make sense if someone’s response to this
item is similar to his/her response to the other two items of this dimension. So, we assumed that
those responses are given by participants who did not pay attention enough. So, we dropped those
items too.
The final data set includes 242 responses. 124 participants (51.2 %) responded to the checking-in
scenario (pre-flight), while the other 118 participants (48.8 %) responded to the on-plane
experience scenario. Our participants include 145 (59.9 %) female and 97 (40.1 %) male MTurk
workers, and they represent a wide range of age from 18 to over 55 years old. More than 83 percent
of the participants hold at least a college degree. And more than 97 percent were native English
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speakers, so they did not have a language proficiency barrier to respond to the questions. The
following table summarizes the descriptive statistics of our participants.

Context

Gender

Age

Flight
Pre-flight
Total
Female
Male
Total
18-24 years old
25-34
35-44
45-54
55 and over
Total

College
Graduate
Education High School
Undergraduate
Total
Beginner
Native English speaker
Language
NOT native English
Proficiency
speaker, but proficient
Total

124
118
242
145
97
242
28
93
53
33
35
242

51.2%
48.8%
100.0%
59.9%
40.1%
100.0%
11.6%
38.4%
21.9%
13.6%
14.5%
100.0%

63
48
41
90
242
1
235
6

26.0%
19.8%
16.9%
37.2%
100.0%
0.4%
97.1%
2.5%

242

100.0%

Table 4 – Descriptive statistics

As we mentioned earlier, we have designed three different interfaces for this experiment and each
respondent was assigned to one of these interfaces. However, we wanted to make sure that the
respondents are actually getting engaged with the task and sharing their experiences. For the
structured format, where multiple questions were asked, each participant had to respond to all the
questions, i.e. the system would not let you submit your responses unless the participant responses
to all the questions. However, for the unstructured and semi-structured, the condition was different,
because the participants may share very little about the experience. To control this situation, we
added two more interfaces to the experiment: conditional structured and conditional semi39

structured. Conditional structured (or Conditional semi-structured) interface was exactly similar to
the regular structured (or semi-structured) interface, except that the participants’ response was
required to be at least 700 characters. The analyses of the final dataset show that even for the regular
interfaces, where we did not imply any minimum character requirement, the average number of the
character for received responses were around 700 characters. The following table shows the
distribution of responses for each interface.

Interface

Highly Structured
Semi-structured (Minimum 700 characters)
Semi-structured (no-minimum characters applied)
Unstructured (Minimum 700 characters)
Unstructured (no-minimum characters applied)
Total

Label

Number of
responses

Percentage

HS
SS
SS
US
US

69
33
46
42
52
242

28.5%
13.6%
19.0%
17.4%
21.5%
100.0%

Table 5 – Response distribution for each interface

Analyses
To evaluate the differences between the interfaces, we compare the result of surveys that were
submitted by participants after using each interface. We examine how data creators rate different
aspects of each interface and investigate how different degrees of structure could affect data
creators’ perception of the quality of information collection. First, we looked at the mean and
standard deviation of the dimensions. Table 6 summarizes the statistics for each interface.

Subconstruct

Content
Process
Structure

Dimension

Completeness
Accuracy
Ease of Data Entry
Speed
Flexibility
Utility of Structure

Unstructured
N

Mean

Std. Dev

Std. Err

Min

Max

94
94
94
94
94
94

6.18
6.26
6.18
5.38
5.37
5.74

.892
.867
.927
1.237
1.057
.961

.092
.089
.096
.128
.109
.099

2
4
2
1
3
2

7
7
7
7
7
7
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Subconstruct

Dimension

Unstructured
N

Mean

Std. Dev

Std. Err

Min

Max

3
4
3
2
3
4

7
7
7
7
7
7

2
3
4
3
1
2

7
7
7
7
7
7

Semi-structured
Content
Process
Structure

Completeness
Accuracy
Ease of Data Entry
Speed
Flexibility
Utility of Structure

79
79
79
79
79
79

6.04
6.16
6.13
5.49
5.29
5.82

.912
.854
.939
1.108
1.027
.944

.103
.096
.106
.125
.116
.106

Highly-structured
Content
Process
Structure

Completeness
Accuracy
Ease of Data Entry
Speed
Flexibility
Utility of Structure

69
69
69
69
69
69

5.03
5.46
6.25
5.70
4.94
5.07

1.485
1.195
.775
1.019
1.174
1.321

.179
.144
.093
.123
.141
.159

Table 6 – Statistics of each interface

As we can see from the table, dimensions associated with the content sub-construct in the
unstructured interface has a higher score than the others. The mean of data creators’ perceived
completeness and accuracy of the content that they recorded using the unstructured interface are
6.18 and 6.26 (out of 7), respectively. If we take a look at the the mean of the same dimensions for
the other two interfaces designs, we can see the mean score is dropping. Interestingly, the mean
score for both perceived completeness and accuracy are the lowest for a highly structured interface
design. The following chart shows this relationship.
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Figure 9 – Changes between interfaces – completeness & accuracy

The mean score of the structure sub-construct also follows a similar pattern. As we can see, the
statistics of the perceived flexibility and utility of structure are the highest for the unstructured
interface (flexibility; mean: 5.37, std dev: 1.057 – utility of structure; mean: 5.74, std dev: 0.961).
Meanwhile, the lowest score for perceived flexibility and utility of structure belongs to the highly
structured interface (flexibility; mean: 4.94, std dev: 1.174 – utility of structure; mean: 5.07, std
dev: 1.321). As the following chart shows, the less-structured format holds the highest score.

Figure 10 - Changes between interfaces – flexibility & utility of structure

On the other hand, the dimensions for process sub-construct follows a different pattern. Although
the mean for perceived ease of data entry and perceived speed of data entry for structured format
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are the highest (ease of data entry; mean: 6.25, std dev: 0.775 – speed of data entry; mean: 5.70,
std dev: 1.019), no noticeable differences among the interfaces has been detected. As the following
figure shows, the chart follows a more linear pattern than the other two charts.

Figure 11 – Changes between interfaces – ease & speed of data entry

The one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to determine whether there are any statistically
significant differences among the three interfaces in terms of the perceived quality of information
collection. Basically, the one-way ANOVA compares the means between the under-investigated
groups and determines whether any of those means are statistically significantly different from each
other. The following table summarizes our ANOVA test.

Dimension

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std.
Error

Completeness
Accuracy
Ease of Data Entry
Speed of Data Entry
Flexibility
Utility of Structure

242
242
242
242
242
242

5.81
6.00
6.18
5.51
5.22
5.58

1.201
1.023
.888
1.139
1.093
1.114

.077
.066
.057
.073
.070
.072

Min

Max

F

Sig.

2
3
2
1
1
2

7
7
7
7
7
7

24.466
15.002
.333
1.516
3.376
10.893

.000
.000
.717
.222
.036
.000

Table 7 – ANOVA results

As we can see in the table, we detect significant differences between interfaces for the data creators’
perceived completeness and accuracy. The results show that the recorded perceived completeness
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(5.81, p < 0.000) is significantly different from one interface to the other. Also, data creators’
perception of accuracy (6.00, p <0.000) is significantly different while using differently designed
interfaces, which provides support for our first hypothesis (H1a). This shows data creators perceive
that using less-structured information collection interfaces results in recording more complete and
accurate data than using more-structured information collection interfaces.
Examining the two dimensions of structure sub-construct, flexibility and utility of structure, also
yields similar results. Using interfaces with various degrees of structure results in significantly
different scores for both perceived flexibility (5.22, p < 0.05) and utility of structure (5.58, p <
0.000). This finding supports our third hypotheses (H1c), where we propose data creators perceive
that less-structured information collection interfaces are more flexible and let higher utilize of
structure than more-structured information collection interfaces
As we could infer from the charts, no significant differences were detected for perceived ease of
data entry (6.18, p = 0.717) and the speed of data entry (5.51, p = 0.222). In other words, the
perception of the quality of information collection for participants who used the less-structured
interface is not significantly different from that of participants who used the more-structured
interface. This finding does not provide any support for our second hypotheses (H1b). In other
words, we did not detect any difference in terms of ease or speed of data entry for using differently
designed interfaces.
Since the ANOVA test determines whether we have overall significant differences among the
interfaces, we carried a MANCOVA test with post hoc multiple comparisons using Tukey HSD,
with alpha = 0.05. The following is the result of the post hoc test.
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Dependent
Variable

(I)
InterfaceID

US
Completeness SS
HS
US
Accuracy

SS
HS
US

Ease of Data
Entry

SS
HS
US

Speed of
Data Entry

SS
HS
US

Flexibility

SS
HS
US

Utility of
Structure

SS
HS

(J)
InterfaceID

SS
HS
US
HS
US
SS
SS
HS
US
HS
US
SS
SS
HS
US
HS
US
SS
SS
HS
US
HS
US
SS
SS
HS
US
HS
US
SS
SS
HS
US
HS
US
SS

Mean
Difference
(I-J)

.143
1.152*
-.143
1.009*
-1.152*
-1.009*
.091
.792*
-.091
.701*
-.792*
-.701*
.054
-.066
-.054
-.120
.066
.120
-.111
-.313
.111
-.202
.313
.202
.081
.430*
-.081
.349
-.430*
-.349
-.078
.672*
.078
.750*
-.672*
-.750*

Std.
Error

.168
.174
.168
.181
.174
.181
.148
.153
.148
.159
.153
.159
.136
.141
.136
.147
.141
.147
.173
.180
.173
.187
.180
.187
.165
.172
.165
.178
.172
.178
.163
.170
.163
.176
.170
.176

Sig.

.671
.000
.671
.000
.000
.000
.812
.000
.812
.000
.000
.000
.916
.888
.916
.693
.888
.693
.799
.194
.799
.528
.194
.528
.875
.034
.875
.125
.034
.125
.882
.000
.882
.000
.000
.000

95% Confi. Interval
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound

-.25
.74
-.54
.58
-1.56
-1.44
-.26
.43
-.44
.32
-1.15
-1.08
-.27
-.40
-.37
-.47
-.27
-.23
-.52
-.74
-.30
-.64
-.11
-.24
-.31
.03
-.47
-.07
-.84
-.77
-.46
.27
-.31
.33
-1.07
-1.17

.54
1.56
.25
1.44
-.74
-.58
.44
1.15
.26
1.08
-.43
-.32
.37
.27
.27
.23
.40
.47
.30
.11
.52
.24
.74
.64
.47
.84
.31
.77
-.03
.07
.31
1.07
.46
1.17
-.27
-.33

Table 8 – Post hoc results

As we can see, no significant difference was detected between unstructured and semi-structured
interfaces in any dimension. In other words, participants deem that using unstructured or semistructured interface does not result in significantly different results in terms of completeness,
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accuracy, ease or speed of use, flexibility and utility of structure. This finding is not surprising to
us, considering our definition of semi-structured. As we already described, the semi-structured
interface is very similar to the unstructured format, and the only added feature is the hashtag
requirement. On the other hand, when we compare a highly structured interface with either of the
other two interfaces, we can see significant differences in terms of completeness, accuracy,
flexibility and utility of structure. The only dimension that no significant differences were detected
between highly structured and semi-structured format is perceived flexibility (p = 0.125). The
following table summarizes the p-value results of the post hoc test.

Dimension

Interface

US

Completeness

US
SS
HS

.671
.000

Accuracy

US
SS
HS

.812
.000

Ease of Data
Entry

US
SS
HS

.916
.888

Speed of Data
Entry

US
SS
HS

.799
.194

Flexibility

US
SS
HS

Utility of
Structure

.875
.034

US
SS
HS

.882
.000

SS

HS

.671

.000
.000

.000
.812
.000
.916
.693
.799
.528
.875
.125
.882

.000
.000
.888
.693
.194
.528
.034
.125
.000
.000

.000

Table 9 – Summary results of the post hoc test

We also studied the control variables to detect any significant differences that appear. We run
multivariate tests for the demographic statistics that we collected. We also counted the number of
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characters and words of the participants’ responses in unstructured and semi-structured interface
design. The following table shows the results of the test.

Effect

Value

F

Sig.

Partial Eta Squared

Pillai's Trace
.043
1.719b
.117
b
Wilks' Lambda
.957
1.719
.117
Hotelling's Trace
.045
1.719b
.117
b
Roy's Largest Root
.045
1.719
.117
b
Age
Pillai's Trace
.054
2.178
.046
b
Wilks' Lambda
.946
2.178
.046
Hotelling's Trace
.057
2.178b
.046
b
Roy's Largest Root
.057
2.178
.046
b
Education
Pillai's Trace
.027
1.056
.390
Wilks' Lambda
.973
1.056b
.390
b
Hotelling's Trace
.028
1.056
.390
b
Roy's Largest Root
.028
1.056
.390
a. Design: Intercept + GenderID + AgeID + EducationID + LanguageID + CharCount +
WordCount + InterfaceID
Gender

.043
.043
.043
.043
.054
.054
.054
.054
.027
.027
.027
.027

Table 10 – Multivariate test results

The following table shows the results of the test for each of the dimensions separately:

Source

Gender

Age

Education

Completeness
Accuracy
Ease of Data Entry
Speed of Data Entry
Flexibility
Utility of Structure
Completeness
Accuracy
Ease of Data Entry
Speed of Data Entry
Flexibility
Utility of Structure
Completeness
Accuracy
Ease of Data Entry

Type III Sum
of Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

1.303
1.834
6.608
3.950
.643
1.550
.212
1.265
.121
.094
10.089
.458
1.071
2.087
.021

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1.303
1.834
6.608
3.950
.643
1.550
.212
1.265
.121
.094
10.089
.458
1.071
2.087
.021

1.097
2.131
9.298
3.048
.571
1.377
.179
1.470
.170
.072
8.956
.407
.901
2.425
.030

.296
.146
.003
.082
.451
.242
.673
.227
.680
.788
.003
.524
.343
.121
.863
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Partial Eta
Squared

.005
.009
.038
.013
.002
.006
.001
.006
.001
.000
.037
.002
.004
.010
.000

Source

Type III Sum
of Squares

df

.064
3.643
1.305

1
1
1

Speed of Data Entry
Flexibility
Utility of Structure

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

.064 .049
3.643 3.233
1.305 1.159

Partial Eta
Squared

.824
.073
.283

.000
.014
.005

Table 11 – Test of between-subjects effect

Based on the tables, we can detect significant results in some of the conditions. For example, males
and females’ perception of the ease of data entry differs significantly (P < 0.005). As the following
descriptive table shows, sharing experience using the provided interfaces is deemed easier by
female participants than male participants. On the other hand, older participants (over 55 years old)
perceived the interfaces significantly less flexible compared to what the younger participants

Flexibility

Utility of
structure

145
97
28
93
53
33
35
41
63
90
48

Speed of data
entry

Female
Male
18-24 yo
25-34 yo
Age
35-44 yo
45-54 yo
55 & over
Highschool
College
Education
Undergrad
Graduate
Gender

No

Ease of Data
entry

Category

Accuracy

Variable

Completeness

perceive (p < 0. 005).

5.87
5.72
6.20
5.67
5.84
5.88
5.76
5.90
5.94
5.83
5.51

6.07
5.85
6.31
5.92
5.91
6.06
5.90
6.08
6.03
6.02
5.76

6.31
5.98
6.43
6.08
6.09
6.32
6.25
6.19
6.11
6.32
6.00

5.61
5.34
5.68
5.35
5.60
5.52
5.61
5.49
5.39
5.66
5.38

5.26
5.22
5.43
5.45
5.05
5.24
4.86
5.44
5.25
5.29
4.99

5.63
5.48
5.70
5.51
5.58
5.75
5.42
5.67
5.54
5.68
5.31

Table 12 – Statistics based on the control variables

In the next section, we examine the data consumers’ feedback on the content recorded in this
experiment.
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Data consumers’ view
So far, we evaluated the data creators’ perception of information quality. While using a certain
interface to record the content, we ask data creators to assess their perception of the quality of the
recorded content, the process of data collection, and the structure of the given interface. As we
explained earlier, the content produced in online communities is usually inconclusive. Therefore,
the person who created the content is a reasonable person to judge the effectiveness of the interface,
in terms of its ability to exactly collect data creators intended-to-be-shared content. However, the
other main stakeholder is data consumer. Even though the data creators might feel that they were
able to record high-quality information, data consumers may not deem it high-quality. In this
experiment, we assess data consumers’ perception of the quality of the recorded content.
We have selected 131 responses from the previous experiment. These responses were collected by
either the unstructured interface (73 responses) or the structured interface (58 responses). Out of
the total 131, 67 responses are related to pre-flight experience, while the other 64 responses
represent the flight experiences. Each response was shown to 5 different participants (on average),
who were asked to evaluate the response. The evaluation process contains both quantitative and
qualitative sections.
In the quantitative section, we asked participants 6 Likert-scaled questions about the content being
complete, accurate, effortful, well-structured, useful, and data creators’ sincerity. Our measurement
instrument is different from the one that we used for data creators’ assessment. Therefore, we are
not able to statistically compare the results of these two experiments. However, it gives us a
preliminary insight about the qualitative result. For example, the following charts represent the
average of completeness perceived by data creators and data consumers in the unstructured
interface format. As we expected, data creators’ average score is higher than data consumers’
rating, in most of the cases.
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Figure 12 - Data creators’ vs data consumers’ perception of completeness & accuracy – Unstructured

On the other hand, this comparison for content collected through the structured interface is
different. The following charts represent perceived completeness and accuracy in the structured
interface format. As we can see, data creators’ average score for completeness is less than data
consumers’ average point, in most cases. This finding is really interesting and indicates that data
consumers’ trust in structured interfaces, more than data creators do. While data creators feel they
were not able to create complete information, data consumers feel that the content, presented in the
structured format, is relatively complete.
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Figure 13 - Data creators’ vs data consumers’ perception of completeness & accuracy – Structured

We also compare the data consumers’ responses on usefulness and sincerity of the contributor. We
assume that the more useful a data consumer find a piece of content, the more sincere he/she might
perceive that the contributor is. The comparison partly supports our assumption. The following
charts represent data consumers’ perceived usefulness and data creators’ sincerity perceived by
data consumers. As we can see, the two dimensions follow the same pattern.
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Figure 14 – Data consumers’ perceived usefulness vs data creators’ sincerity perceived by consumers

In the qualitative section, we asked participants to mention the possible omitted or inaccurate
points. Moreover, we look for the participants’ general idea about the data creator. Each participant
provides a brief answer to these questions, based on the presented content. We read and analyzed
the participants’ responses. Accordingly, we were able to infer some general ideas about the
features of each interface design.
Our findings show that data consumers assume some advantages and disadvantages for both
structured and unstructured interfaces. For example, data consumers mentioned that an unstructured
interface may collect responses beyond the demanded content. In other words, data creators using
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unstructured interface potentially may go beyond the expected topic and provide details that are
not necessary. As a result, this result will increase the input for data analyses, making this process
more complicated. Moreover, using unstructured information collection interface may eventually
raise some questions for the data consumer. Furthermore, the unstructured interface gives the data
creators the freedom to record whatever they wish in sentences or paragraphs format. However, not
asking specific questions might result in neglecting to record some obvious details of the event. For
example, data consumers mentioned that the data creator forgot to provide details on the timeline
of the flight, in some instances. On the other hand, some examples show that unstructured interface
provides the opportunity to record something unexpected and unique, as opposed to the structured
format.
The results of analyzing structured interface were also interesting. Similar to the results of the
quantitative part, most of the data consumers perceive that the provided content is complete.
However, there are some cases that the data consumer mentions that the data is not complete. These
cases are related to the reason for an unpleasant experience. For example, if a structured set of data
shows that the respondent was not satisfied with a service, the content does not provide a reason.
In other words, it seems that the structured interface fails to answer to the “why” question in some
cases. Furthermore, the data consumers, for obvious reasons, have no complaints about any
grammar or spelling error.
Finally, the responses to the sincerity question are also analyzed. Our findings indicate that facing
unstructured content, data consumers are able to make more guesses about the personality and
sincerity of the data creator, than facing structured content. It might not be necessarily true,
however, data consumers feedback on this question implies that a detailed response in the form of
sentences and paragraphs gives them more input to judge a person. While the responses to
structured content experiment include being easy-going, having an acceptable experience, or
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overall satisfaction, data consumers’ inference from unstructured content were more subjective and
personal, e.g. sociable and friendly, appreciative, or generally happy.
Discussion
Previous research on information collection interfaces in UGC settings indicates that we have little
understanding about the appropriate level of structure for collecting UGC. We approach this
concern by focusing on interface design in a UGC setting. In this chapter, we investigate the
differences in data creators’ perception of the information collection interfaces, resulting from
different interface designs. Particularly, we examine different degrees of structure for information
collection interfaces and how data creators feel about each interface design.
Data creators are one of the major stakeholders of online communities. Online communities urge
their users to contribute to the communities. Data creators are encouraged to promote the
communities’ goals by sharing their experiences and engaging in the discussions. To keep data
creators engaged, an online community should ensure that they are satisfied and happy with the
parts of the system with which they are dealing. For this reason, we first seek data creators’
feedback to evaluate our information collection interfaces. Although a data creator’s perception of
having recorded complete and accurate information does not guarantee reaching a high-quality
piece of information, we consider the data creator’s perception very critical for one obvious reason:
the data creators join the online communities to share data for a reason (e.g., share an experience
or help others, ), and, in order to do that, they need a data collection interface that is able to collect
that data in a way that is meant to be shared by the data creator.
We collected data from users who use differently structured interfaces to share their experience and
asked them to assess their perception of the quality of information collection that was conducted
by the provided interface. Our findings show that using differently-designed interfaces results in
noticeable differences in perceptions of IQ. Specifically, data creators’ perception of accuracy,
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completeness, flexibility, and utility of structure decreases for interfaces with highly structured
formats compared to those with unstructured and semi-structured formats. In other words, data
creators perceive that they are able to record more complete and accurate content while using a
less-structured interface format. Similarly, data creators deem less-structured interfaces more
flexible than highly structured interfaces. The results indicate that the highest results for IQ
dimensions are consistently obtained when the data is entered in an unstructured format, which
demonstrates peoples’ appreciation of the value of unstructured data collection. This result is
consistent with Proposition 1, where we proposed that collecting data through interfaces with
different degrees of structure affects perceived information quality.
The insignificant findings for the ease of data entry and speed of data entry suggest that people
perceive structured and unstructured interfaces to be generally comparable in the amount of
expended effort. This notable finding implies that designers should not sacrifice a preferable degree
of structure for an easier or faster way to collect data. In other words, data creators do not deem
data creation that uses a certain degree of structure to be easier or faster than one that uses another
degree of structure. Most importantly, this finding shows that while unstructured data collection
brings advantages (for completeness, accuracy, flexibility, and utility of structure), these
advantages are not gained at the expense of losing ease or speed of data entry.
The other main stakeholders of the online communities are data consumers. They are a part of the
community that uses the content (and, of course, the user-generated content) for a purpose (e.g.., to
take an action or to use in a decision-making process). The recorded content should be usable for
analyses and action to keep data consumers satisfied with the platform. Thus, we think that data
consumers’ perception of the information quality of the outcome should be analyzed, too. Although
there was some overlap between data consumers and creators’ perception of the quality, data
consumers welcome the unstructured interface for unexpected and unique incidents. Overall, our
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results indicate the need to measure both data creators’ and data consumers’ perceived IQ to gain
a comprehensive perspective on the impact of the variables of interest on information quality.
The preliminary findings, based on perceived IQ, are of great significance to the theory and practice
of UGC and information quality. They show the value of unstructured interfaces in data collection
in online communities. In particular, they suggest that when more rigid formats are used to capture
UGC, people may feel that they are not able to fully express themselves. This may have a negative
impact on the overall experience of people with the platform for which data collection took place.
Furthermore, and equally important, organizations may begin to make inappropriate decisions as a
result of the analysis of UGC data, given that users perceive some deficiencies regarding
completeness and accuracy when the wrong format is chosen.
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CHAPTER 4: Nature of shared content and its effect on PQoIC
Introduction
Over the past 20 years, we have experienced a rapid growth in appearance of different online
communities. Whether an online community is devoted to health consultation, travel-experience
sharing, or other purposes, the data creators have a simple expectation from the platform: they
would like to be given an interface that enables them to easily share whatever they wish to share.
However, too many online examples, as well as previous research (Huang and Benyoucef 2013),
indicate that this expectation is not fully met. We argue that the design of the provided information
collection interface in online communities may not be aligned with users’ expectations. In the
previous chapter, we studied information collection interface in terms of degree of structure, and
we showed that data creators’ perception of completeness and accuracy of the recorded content
increases when they use unstructured formats of interfaces. In this chapter, we focus on the users’
expectation component and integrate it with the findings of the previous chapter.
Online community users are usually either data creators or data consumers within the platform.
When playing data creators’ role, participants record the content using a given interface. The
content that they are recording stems from either their previous personal experiences or their
knowledge about an issue. Either way, this content usually comes from data creators’ memory.
From psychology studies, we know that different types of memory are stored and managed
differently in human memory, and that they are retrieved accordingly. We suggest that the degree
of structure of the provided interface to collect a certain piece of information should be aligned
with the memory structure of the data contributor.
Examining some of the current online interfaces reveals that they are designed with no regard to
the origin of the to-be-shared content. As we discuss further in this chapter, human brain treats
memories associated to personal experiences different from memories associated to general
knowledge. However, we have not identified this differentiation in most of the interface designs.
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For example, online users of PatientsLikeMe, an online health community, are given a similar
interface design to share their own experience of a disease as well as their knowledge about the
disease. We posit that designing interfaces with sensitivity to the human memory structure may
result in improvements in the IQ of UGC.
In this chapter, we argue that the interface design to collect the UGC should be aligned with the
memory structure of the contributor. In other words, we propose that different content should be
collected differently, with consideration of how they were stored in human memory.
Literature review
Considering different aspects of human memory in designing the information systems has been
studied for years. Laske (1978) considered the information processing feature of human memory
in designing an interface for computer music. Sutcliffe (1988) highlighted the importance of
understanding human reasoning and memory in human-computer interaction designs. As Zhang et
al. (2016) mentioned, data creators deal with memory recall and information processing.
However, it seems that the mismatch between users’ thinking process and provided interface still
exists. There are many cases of user frustration from misalignment between users’ thinking process
and provided interface. For instance, an MD in Kansas City, MO criticized his hospital’s platform
by saying “the designers of the software did not design the system to communicate in the manner
that doctors use to communicate efficiently and effectively… [They] seem to labor under the
delusion that to have more data is equivalent to having more useful and actionable information… I
still have to hand-enter how many pills will be dispensed.” The doctor even complaints about using
the data by mentioning “systems don’t search strings of text efficiently. It would be great, for
example, if I wanted to learn what patient’s normal vital sign was, I could type the search term
“vital signs” and then the system would offer me choices, the way Google does” (Green 2015). In
this example, our employed user, with a level of high incentive for participation, has little option
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but to vent his frustration with complaints. However, a voluntary participant, with a much lower
incentive to participate, might simply walk away when presented with an interface which does not
allow appropriate self-expression.
We suggest that these problems arise due to a misalignment between the interface and the users’
memory. To approach this issue, we think that in the UGC setting, interface designers should
consider the factor of users’ thinking- the content in users’ mind. Intuitively, if we are designing
platforms to collect what is in people’s minds, we should consider the nature of to-be-shared
content, and we should design the interface based on the Nature of Shared Content (NSC).
As we mentioned earlier, the shared content in online communities is related to either experience
or general knowledge. In this study, we study the possible differences between collecting
experiences and collecting knowledge in terms of the perceived quality of information collection.
In other words, we seek to answer the following research question:
-

Does designing an interface, with consideration of whether an experience or a general
knowledge is being recorded, make any differences in data creators’ Perceived Quality of
Information Collection?

The answer to this research question will show whether using a certain interface design to collect
a certain type of content results in higher perceived information quality.
Theoretical background
In this section, we describe the theoretical foundation of our study. With the given introduction, the
research question that we raised wants to improve the information quality of outcome
(performance), by providing the appropriate interface (technology), based on the type of to-beshared content (task). Essentially, with the keywords that we used, we are following the theory of
Task-Technology Fit (TTF).
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Task-Technology Fit Theory is about the correspondence between task requirements, users’
abilities, and the functionality of the technology (Goodhue and Thompson 1995). Based on this
theory, a higher level of performance should result from a better match between task’s,
technology’s and involved individual’s characteristics (Tremblay et al. 2007). Although this theory
has been applied mostly at the organizational level (Aljukhadar et al. 2014; Iyer et al. 2009), its
potential implications at the individual level have been indicated by researchers (Aljukhadar et al.
2014). It also has been used to study online users. For example, Aljukhadar et al. (2014) extended
the task-technology theory to examine the drivers and consequences of task completion by online
users. In simple words, Task-Technology Fit model seeks whether task fits technology, while usercentered design seeks whether task fit users’ abilities. What we feel that is missing in UGC interface
design is if the task fits how users think. In other words, users’ thoughts that originated from their
mind will be the resulted UGC as their opinions, posts, comments, and so on. We suggest that the
nature of these thoughts that are going to be the UGC should be considered in designing the
information collection interface.
In order to follow this theory, we translate each element of task-technology fit into the borders of
our study. In this study, the user that we are talking about is the data creator in online communities.
The technology, that needs to match the task characteristics, is actually the appropriate interface
design, that needs to match the nature of to-be-shared content. The TTF outcome would be a
positive impact on the performance, in which our case is the perceived quality of information
collection. The following table summarizes our elements.
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TTF Dimensions

Equivalent in this study

User
Capabilities of IT
Task

Data Creator
Interface (Degree of Structure)
Human memory (To-be-shared content)
Impact on the perceived quality of information
collection

Positive impact on performance

Table 13 – TTF dimensions

We already discussed the perceived quality of information collection in Chapter 2. In the following
sections, we examine interface design and human memory.
Information systems and Interface Design
Information systems are supposed to facilitate the business processes within an organization.
Designing a productive information system (IS) has been a trending topic in information systems
research for decades. As Wand and Weber (Wand and Weber 1990, 1995) described, designers
should simulate the real-world components and relationships within the system. Many other studies
tried to investigate IS design principles in different contexts. Wand and Weber (1993) focused on
the ontological expressiveness of information system design models. They provide a
representational view of information systems analysis and design methodologies, which helps to
develop a systematic IS design. Turoff et al. (2004) examined system design in the context of
emergency response management information systems and developed a set of general design
principles for information systems. Arazy et al. (2010) tried to link theory and system design and
proposed a methodology for theory-driven design. Their work is one of the few studies that used
behavioral theories in system design.
Previous research highlighted the importance of considering users capabilities in designing the
system. Shneiderman and Plaisant(1987) considered determining users’ skill levels as a very critical
principle in interface design. User-centered design, introduced by Norman and Draper (1986),
considers a design process where end-users can influence how a design takes shape. This
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perspective has been utilized in terms of consulting users about their needs, considering their
expectations (Abras et al. 2004) or users physical abilities (Holzinger 2002). Simply, the usercentered design seeks an output design where the task fits users’ abilities. While this is important,
it does not consider whether the task fits how users think. Collecting feedbacks in an interactive
iterative process is critical in designing a user-centered interface. Preece et al. (2007) suggested
some techniques to involve users in design. Interviews focus groups and on-site observations can
be used in the early stage of the design cycle.
In an attempt to further consider users in system design, some researchers also considered the
cultural factor in designing the platform. For example, Marcus and West-Gould (2000) studied
different dimensions of culture and considered their effects on interface design. They posit that
usually complex interplay of user, business, system, and marketing requirements leads to the
interface design. However, the element of users’ culture is being ignored in the process. For
example, considering Hofstede’s (1990) cultural dimensions, they suggest that power distance,
which is the extent to which less powerful members expect and accept unequal power distribution
within a culture, may influence some aspects of system or user interface design. In their study,
Reinecke and Bernstein (2011) took this to another level and linked perceived usability and
aesthetics to users’ cultural background. They proposed a personalized interface based on cultural
preferences. They argued that the influence of cultural dimensions is obvious and cannot be
ignored. The study shows that accuracy and efficiency of the outcome and user experience will
increase by considering cultural elements. Kramer et al. (2000) emphases the importance of
capturing needs and values of end users in designing the system interface. They suggest that using
the appropriate personalization will result in an efficient system.
Even though the mentioned studies focused on considering users capabilities in system design, they
did not examine users’ memory. Even the user-centered design approach mostly focuses on users’
skills, physical capabilities, and feedback. Moreover, the other studies that promote considering
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users in designing the system mostly focus on users’ preferences and motivational factors (Stoeckl
et al. 2007). Nonetheless, some studies investigated the users’ thinking process.
As we mentioned earlier, some researchers have considered aspects of human memory in designing
the information systems (Laske 1978; Zhang et al. 2016). As Zhang et al. (2016) mentioned, data
creators dealing with memory recall and information processing. Laske (1978) considered the
information processing feature of human memory in designing interface for computer music. Also
in his book, Sutcliffe (1988) highlighted the importance of understanding human reasoning and
memory in human-computer interaction designs. The importance of designing the interface
according to the users’ information processing capabilities has been mentioned by several
researchers (Dix 2009; Jacko 2012). According to human information-processing approach in
psychology, the humans’ mind performance is a function of several processing stages, with the
central metaphor of “a human is like a computer” (Jacko 2012; Lachman et al. 1979). Besides,
human-processing analyses are used to develop computational models to characterize human
information processing when interacting with computers (Dix 2009). These studies imply the
potential similarities between the human mind and information systems.
Despite the previous efforts on considering the human thinking process in designing the
information systems, it seems that this important topic needs more attention. As we focus on the
online communities in this study, a big part of the information system is the online platform where
users interact with each other. And the big part of the online platform that data creators deal with,
is the information collection interface. What appears to us is that the factor of users’ thinking – the
content in the users’ mind – needs more scrutinization. Intuitively, if we are designing platforms to
collect what is in people’s minds, we should design the interface based on the type of information
that is supposed to be recorded as UGC. The next section discusses human cognitive memory
considerations in more details.
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Cognitive memory structure
Clearly, the UGC created by data creators in online communities is originated in their memory. We
want to briefly take a look at the human memory structure. Studies of human memory have
categorized human memory in a generic hierarchy. As Cowan (Cowan 2000) classified, the human
memory three distinct systems are sensory, short-term, and long-term system. The sensory system
temporarily stores inputs from senses and pass the visual and auditory inputs to the short-term
memory (Herz and Brunk 2017). Holding little amount of information for a brief period of time,
short-term memory gradually transfers the relevant information to long-term memory. Long-term
memory is usually divided into two types: the declarative memory and the nondeclarative.
Declarative memory, which is referred to as explicit or conscious memory, involves representations
of facts and events that are subject to conscious recollection (Squire and Zola 1998) (Eichenbaum
1997). The user-generated content that we are dealing with on online communities, is generally
users’ opinion about something. The generated content is a way for users to declare themselves.
This type of content is associated with human declarative memory. Based on Tulving’s (1972)
theory of memory, declarative memory can be divided into semantic memory and episodic memory.
The following figure summarizes the human memory categorization.

Figure 15 - Memory hierarchy, adapted from Herz and Brunk (2017)
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Theories of memory

Semantic memory are facts about the world, while episodic memory is the capacity to re-experience
an event in the context similar to the context it originally occurred (Larry 2004). In fact, in this
categorization, we are distinguishing two types of memory based on the type of information
remembered (Goldstein 2010). However, Gardiner (2001) suggested that these two types of
memory can be distinguished based on the type of experience associated with each. According to
Tulving (1972), episodic and semantic memory systems differs from each other in different ways,
including in terms of the nature of stored information. Besides, semantic memory information can
be stored indirectly and gradually, as opposed to episodic memory information, which must be
stored directly. Also, episodic memory is more forgettable and changeable than semantic memory.
To better differentiate the two types of memory, we can say that the defining property of the
experience of episodic memory is that it involved the experience of traveling back in time to restore
the events that happened in the past (Goldstein 2010). However, the experience of semantic
memory involves reaching knowledge about the world that does not have to be related to a personal
experience. For example, the fact that I know there is a Starbucks on my college campus is a
semantic type of memory, while my memory about going to the Starbucks on my college campus
with my friend and talking about last weekend’s party is an episodic kind of memory. Goldstein
(2010b) gives another example of the Pacific Ocean. Remembering “sitting in the car, seeing the
ocean and saying Wow! to my wife who was sitting next to me” is an episodic type, while knowing
“where the Pacific Ocean located or that it is big” is considered semantic memory. Since the
introduction of semantic and episodic memory by Tulving (1972), there have been many research
and debates on their characteristics, features, the way human brain treats them and their storage in
psychology literature (Bonnici et al. 2016; Butters et al. 1987; Greenberg and Verfaellie 2010;
McClelland and Rumelhart 1985; Squire and Zola 1998; Takashima et al. 2017; Tulving 2002a).
These studies show that the human brain differentiates between experience and knowledge.
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The previous research on the representation of different types of memory in mind (Goldstein 2010;
McClelland and Rogers 2003; Rogers and McClelland 2004) inspired us to connect this topic to
represent the types of memory in designing information systems for user-generated content. Since
these are the two major type of content that online users generate in online communities, we
propose that interface designers should also consider this difference in their design. That is why we
suggest considering a new construct, Nature of Shared Content (NSC).
As explained earlier, the content that online community users share in an online platform is
associated with either their personal experiences or their general knowledge. We call this
classification the Nature of Shared Content (NSC):
-

Content related to episodic memory; information that comes from re-experiencing an event
in the context similar to the context it originally occurred (Larry 2004). Simply, episodic
information is information related to users’ personal experience.

-

Content related to semantic memory; knowledge about the world that does not have to be
related to personal experience. Simply, semantic information is the general facts and
knowledge that a person might know.

Research design and hypotheses development
To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous study in IS discipline that considers the nature
of to-be-shared content in designing the interface. We argue that not only the design of interface
(Jacko 2012), but also the process of data collection in online platforms should be in accordance
with users’ information processing capabilities. Specifically, we propose that understanding the
Nature of Shared Content (NSC), whether a piece of information is experience or knowledge, could
help designers to improve the information collection interfaces.
By utilizing concepts from psychology on human memory, we examine the possible customization
of interface design based on the nature of to-be-shared content. In the previous chapter, we show
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that using differently designed interfaces to collect UGC results in the different perceived quality
of information collections. Given the characteristics of semantic and episodic memory, we posit
that the nature of shared content, whether a personal knowledge or a general fact, can moderate the
effect of interface design on perceived quality of information collection. Since findings of Chapter
3 showed that some interface designs might result in different outcome in terms of quality, we
suggest that this effect can be influenced by the nature of to-be-shared content. The following figure
shows our conceptual model.

Figure 16 – Conceptual model

We develop our conceptual model to explore the moderating effect of Nature of Shared Content,
that could be either semantic or episodic, on the relationship between the degree of structure and
PQoIC. As we discussed in Chapter 3, our degree of structure construct is represented by three
different designs; structured, semi-structured and unstructured format. Furthermore, following
Chapter 2, we assess the perceived quality of information collection in terms of content, process,
and structure of the interface. The following is the expanded version of our conceptual model.
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Figure 17 – Detailed conceptual model

To study the moderating effect of nature of shared content, we investigate different combinations
of NSC and the degree of structure. The following figure represents our research model.

Figure 18 – Research model

In the UGC setting, we deal with information provided by online users. Given that much of the
produced UGC originated in the declarative memory of the contributors, we posit that designing
interfaces with sensitivity to the human memory structure may result in improvements in IQ of
UGC. As mentioned earlier, we are using the episodic vs semantic classification of human memory
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to include the nature of shared content. Episodic memory is about temporally dated events and the
temporal-spatial relations of the events (Burianova et al. 2010; Tulving 1972). Episodic data in the
human mind is stored as a perceptual event in terms of its autobiographical reference to other
similar contents and is quite susceptible to transformation and loss of information. This kind of
memory is describable in terms of their perceptible dimensions, and its retrieval is related to the
knowledge of the individual of his or her personal identity (Mitchell 1989; Tulving 1985). As
Tulving (1972) stated: “since information in episodic memory is always temporally dated, and since
it can only be retrieved if its temporal date is sufficiently accurately specified by the retrieval cue,
interference with temporal coding may render access to the to-be-retrieved material difficult or
impossible (Tulving 1972).” Tulving’s description of episodic information features and its
comparison to semantic information implies less structure and organization in storing the
information for the episodic type of content. To be able to enhance the quality of episodic
information in the UGC setting, we propose the following:
-

Proposition 2 - For episodic data, using information collection interface with a lower
degree of structure will result in a higher Perceived Quality of Information Collection than
using the information collection interface with a higher degree of structure.
o

H2a – While attempting to record episodic data, data creators perceive that using lessstructured information collection interfaces results in recording more complete and
accurate data than using more-structured information collection interfaces.

o

H2b - While attempting to record episodic data, data creators perceive that using lessstructured information collection interfaces is easier and faster than using morestructured information collection interfaces.

o

H2c - While attempting to record episodic data, data creators perceive that lessstructured information collection interfaces are more flexible and let higher utilize of
structure than more-structured information collection interfaces.
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On the other hand, Tulving (Tulving 1985, 2002b) referred to semantic memory as an organized
knowledge that an individual possesses about verbal symbols and their meaning or referents.
Semantic memory is much less vulnerable to be changed or be forgotten than episodic memory
(Burianova et al. 2010; Greenberg and Verfaellie 2010). According to Tulving (1972), semantic
information is “always referred to an existing cognitive structure, that is, they always have some
cognitive reference…”. Semantic memory information usually represents objects, concepts, facts
and so on, which all are detached from their autobiographical reference. Also, Tulving mentioned:
“information in semantic memory, on the other hand, is usually encoded as part of, or assimilated
into, a rich multi-dimensional structure of concepts and their relations, and such embeddedness
protects the stored information from interference by other inputs (Tulving 1972).” Considering the
features of semantic memory and how semantic information is stored and treated in the human
mind, we examine the way it should be stored as UGC in online platforms. We propose the
following about the appropriate degree of structure to store semantic information.
-

Proposition 3 - For semantic data, using information collection interface with a higher
degree of structure will result in a higher Perceived Quality of Information Collection than
using the information collection interface with a lower degree of structure.
o

H3a – While attempting to record semantic data, data creators perceive that using morestructured information collection interfaces results in recording more complete and
accurate data than using less-structured information collection interfaces.

o

H3b - While attempting to record semantic data, data creators perceive that using morestructured information collection interfaces is easier and faster than using lessstructured information collection interfaces.

o

H3c - While attempting to record semantic data, data creators perceive that morestructured information collection interfaces are more flexible and let higher utilize of
structure than less-structured information collection interfaces.
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The following table summarizes the experiment design and our hypotheses:

Figure 19 – Experiment design

Methodology
An experimental methodology is used to study the moderating effect of NSC on the relationship
between the degree of data structure and the perceived quality of information collection in online
communities. Similar to the previous experiment, we examine the perception of both data creators
and data consumers. For data creators’ point of view, we designed a completed randomized
experiment where participants used differently designed interfaces and evaluated their data
recording experience for each experiment. For data consumers’ point of view, we run another
experiment to evaluate the data consumers’ perception of the quality of the outcome. The following
sections describe our experiment designs.
Experiment design – Data creators
We want to investigate whether designing an interface, with consideration of whether an experience
or a general knowledge is being recorded, make any differences in data creators’ perception of
Information Quality. So, we decided to run an experiment where the participants are given
differently designed interfaces and are asked to record whether semantic or episodic information.
To run the experiment, we used the three different interfaces that we developed in the previous
experiment. We also prepared two different scenarios: one that asks for information that is
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associated with participants’ semantic memory, and the other one that asks for information that is
associated with participants’ episodic memory. The participants are randomly assigned to one of
the interfaces to respond to one of the scenarios, that is also randomly assigned. After responding
to the selected scenario’s question(s) – using the assigned interface – the participants are given a
survey to assess their perception of the quality of information collection based on the provided
interface. The items in the survey are measured by a 7-point Likert type scale, with values ranging
from 1 (very unimportant or strongly disagree) to 7 (very important or strongly agree). The
experiment is conducted via Amazon Mechanical Turk.
Before beginning the experiment, the participants are presented with a brief description of the
experiment and research. When they consent to participate in the study, they are presented with a
short demographic survey, which asks about their gender, age range, education, and English
language proficiency. Since some participants are assigned to an interface that requires writing their
experience, we think that not being proficient in the English language might affect the responses.
So, we decide to control this variable as well.
Scenario

We decide to design this experiment in the healthcare context. We chose this context for several
reasons. First, to effectively engage participants in the experiment, we need to evoke their emotion
and attention. Healthcare is a field that people care about and are willing to help to improve it.
Second, almost everyone has some experience in this field. We hardly can find someone who never
had any health-related problem or never had a relative with the health-related problem. So, this
topic is appreciable to almost every participant in our study. Third, we are working on improving
the quality of UGC. One of the major fields that deal with a huge amount of UGC is healthcare.
People share their opinion or experience in healthcare in so many websites, forums, social networks
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and so on. So, it is better to design our experience within a context that actually could benefit from
our work.
We needed to design two scenarios: one that asks for semantic information and one that asks for
episodic information. So, we needed to consider a topic that not only the potential participants have
experience in, but also have knowledge about. After reviewing different topics in healthcare, we
selected Influenza. Influenza (the Flu) is a common infectious disease with a wide range of
symptoms. Besides, it is a known disease that people may read about in magazines or other
informational outlets. For the episodic scenario, we could ask the participants to share their last
catching Flu experience. While for the semantic scenario, we could ask them to share their
knowledge about the disease.
Before running the experiment, we make sure that whether each scenario actually asks for semantic
or episodic information. First, there are a lot of examples of semantic or episodic memory in
psychology literature on human memory. We adopt our scenarios based on the examples in the
literature. So, with a good chance, we can label them as either semantic or episodic. Second, to
validate our scenarios, we consult with two researchers, faculty members in the Psychology
Department, experts on the human memory field. We show the scenarios and related questions to
the experts, and they both confirmed that each assignment is, in fact, looking for the intended type
of memory (either episodic or semantic). Furthermore, we run a simple task with a group of
Business students (who were not psychology experts). We briefly describe the human memory
hierarchy and provide a short and simple explanation om semantic and episodic memory. Then we
show them the designed scenarios and ask them to label each scenario as either episodic, semantic,
or “I cannot decide”. The results were significantly according to our expectations.
The following are two examples of our scenarios for the unstructured format. The full version of
the tasks is provided in Appendix D.
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-

Remember the last time (or a memorable time) you got sick (cold, the flu…). We want you
to share your experience throughout the sickness period as much as you remember. Let's
consider "the sickness period" the moment the first vague, general symptoms showed up
(onset phase) to the moment that you felt completely fine (all symptoms were gone). Your
experience during this sickness period can be related to the onset phase, illness phase,
convalescence phase, the duration of each phase, symptoms, severity of each symptom in
each period, medicines that you took, people who you consulted with, places that you
visited for treatment, the money that you spend on treatment, everything you did to
accelerate the treatment process and so on …

-

We want you to describe the Influenza disease. Based on your general knowledge, share
whatever you know about this disease. Try to mention all the facts that you know about
Influenza. This can include the types of Influenza, causes of disease, its symptoms, its
different phases, its duration, suggested medicine, suggested lifestyle changes, suggested
eating habits, its possible consequences, ways to control the disease and so on...

Even though it might seem that episodic and semantic memory cannot be separated easily, we need
to understand that they differ in the “kind of conscious experience they involve” (Greenberg and
Verfaellie 2010). As we mentioned earlier, episodic requires the conscious recollection of a
personal experience, while semantic memory does not. So, you may be asked about something that
you have prior experience with, as well as a general knowledge about. Even though it may be hard
to say, but you actually use one of the two memories to answer the question. One way to push the
person to use a specific memory is the words that we use in the question statement. As in our
example, stating “remember the last time you caught Flu” pushes the respondent to use his/her
episodic memory to respond.
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Before starting the episodic task, we ask participants if they remember the last time (or a memorable
time) that they caught Flu. For the semantic task, we ask participants if they are familiar with the
Influenza disease.
Information Collection Interface

The information collection interfaces that we used for this experiment are similar to the ones that
we used in Chapter 3.
-

The unstructured (flexible) format which Comes in a variety of formats and contains no
explicit structuring information; In our experiment, the unstructured format represents with
open box field, where users can write their answers in the form of sentences or paragraphs.

-

The semi-structured format in which data might be interpreted with structural
information supplied as tags, therefore the structural regularity across data items is gone;
As we mentioned earlier, there are too many possible conditions for a semi-structured
format. For the sake of simplicity and in order to see if we could figure out a pattern for
different conditions, our semi-structured format is similar to the unstructured format with
one big difference. The unstructured open box field is accompanied by three hashtag fields,
and the participants are required to create at least two hashtags. They can create a hashtag
by typing # following by a term. This term can be a keyword or an important point of the
answer.

-

The structured (fixed) format which is organized in a highly regular way and the
regularity applies to all the data in the dataset; This interface has to result in a totally
structured outcome. So, we let participants record content only by selecting answers from
a pre-defined list. This interface contains a list of multiple-choice questions.
One important point in designing this interface was to make sure that we have a
comprehensive list of questions. In other words, a participant who uses unstructured format
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is free to write whatever they want regarding the experience. For example, while talking
about catching the Flu, he/she can talk about the medicines that he/she took. However, in
a structured format, participants do not have the freedom to write down their experiences
and they are only allowed to answer the given questions by choosing from a list of answers.
So, we had to make sure that the given questions cover as much as the possible experiences
that the participants wanted to share. Therefore, we interviewed 6 who caught the Flu
recently or had a memorable Flu experience. We also interviewed 6 different volunteers
who did not remember the last time they caught Flu but were familiar with the disease. The
interviewees were 5 male and 7 females ranging from 23 years old to 51 years old. The
interviews were unstructured, and we ask volunteers to talk about their experience or
knowledge about the Flu. Based on the results of these interviews, we came up with a list
of questions that covers all the responses of the interviewees. Even though there could be
always a very rare and unique piece of experience, we think that our list of questions for
structured format could potentially cover almost all the experiences or knowledge that our
future participants are willing to share.
PQoIC instrument

The instrument that we use to measure the perceived quality of information collection (PQoIC) is
the same instrument that we used and validated in Chapter 3. As we described in Chapter 2, our
instrument has three sub-constructs, each of which contains two dimensions: perceived
completeness and accuracy for content sub-construct, perceived ease and speed of data entry for
process sub-construct, and perceived flexibility and utility of structure for structure sub-construct.
In our survey instrument, each item is measured by a 7-point Likert type scale, with values ranging
from 1 (very unimportant or strongly disagree) to 7 (very important or strongly agree). A higher
value represents greater importance or agreement perceived by the respondents.
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The following table summarizes the experiment conditions.

PQoIC
Process

Accuracy

Ease of data
entry

Speed of data
entry

Flexibility

Utility of
Structure

Semantic

Degree of
Structure

Episodic

Structured/Fixed

-

-

-

-

-

-

Semi-Structured

-

-

-

-

-

-

Unstructured/Flexible

-

-

-

-

-

-

Structured/Fixed

-

-

-

-

-

-

Semi-Structured

-

-

-

-

-

-

Unstructured/Flexible

-

-

-

-

-

-

Information Collection
Interface

Degree of
Structure

Nature
of
Shared
Content

Structure

Completeness

Content

Table 14 – Experiment conditions

Similar to the previous experiment, we think the fact that how well the participants remember
details of the experience (for the episodic scenario) or how much they know about the topic (for
the semantic scenario) could affect the response. Therefore, we consider the participants’
perception of their familiarity/remembrance. So, we ask participants to rate their perception on a 7point Likert scale. Furthermore, we use the same measures (from Chapter 3 experiment) to assess
participants’ involvement with the task.
A complete list of questions and tasks of this experiment is provided in Appendix D.
Experiment design – Data consumers
As a follow-up study, we run another experiment to assess the data consumers’ perceived quality
of information collection. The recorded information from the first set of experiments was shown to
the independent participants of a new study. Similar to the previous experiment, we measure data
consumers perception of the quality of the content that is recorded using each one of the interfaces.
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The participants will be asked to assess the quality of recorded information and make inferences
about the person who provided this information based on the information provided. Each
participant is randomly given either an unstructured content or a structured content. The
unstructured content is shown as a text box, whereas structured content is shown as a brief table.
The following figure provides an example of a piece of content collected through an unstructured
interface.

Figure 20 - A sample of unstructured content

Figure 21 provides an example of an episodic piece of content collected through a structured
interface.
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Figure 21 - A sample of episodic content presented in a structured format

Figure 22 provides an example of a semantic piece of content collected through a structured
interface.
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Figure 22 - A sample of semantic content presented in a structured format

Similar to the previous experiment, each participant is randomly assigned to one of the recorded
contents (it could be either structured or unstructured, also either episodic or semantic). Then, the
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participant is given the exact short survey which we used for the data consumers section of the
previous experiment. We follow a qualitative approach for this experiment to explore data
consumers perception about each type of content.
Data collection
As MTurk is becoming widely accepted in business research (Deng et al. 2016; Kees et al. 2017),
we used MTurk to recruit our participants for this experiment as well. As our theory is based on
general memory systems, we conducted experiments with the general population. We recruit
MTurk workers ages 18 to 60 living in the United States, to participate in the experiments. Similar
to the previous experiment, we designed our experiment on Qualtrics and put a hyperlink on the
MTurk task. So, MTurk workers who decided to participate in our study are directed to the Qualtrics
experiment using a hyperlink. To minimize the bias in our study, we follow a between-subject
design. So, each participant is allowed to take part in the experiment only once. Moreover, to
decrease the risk of receiving corrupted data, we needed to make sure that the participants are
actually sharing their own experience by using the given interface. So, using an HTML code, we
disabled the copy/paste feature on the page of the experiment.
Analyses and results
Descriptive Statistics
We run our experiment through MTurk and received 352 responses. We need to make sure that our
collected data is of high quality. So, we cleaned the collected data by following the same steps that
we followed to clean the collected data for the experiment in Chapter 3. The final data set includes
273 responses. 133 participants responded to our episodic scenario, while the other 140 participants
responded to the semantic scenario. Similar to the previous experiment, we have provided 3
differently designed interfaces. The following table summarizes the number of participants for each
interface and scenario.
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NSC

Degree of
Structure

Interface Design

Episodic Semantic Total

Unstructured

50

59

109

Semi-structured

52

50

102

Highly Structured

31

31

62

Total

133

140

273

Table 15 – Response distribution for each condition

The following table shows the percentage of each condition.

NSC

Degree of
Structure

Interface Design

Episodic Semantic

Total

Unstructured

18.32%

21.61%

39.93%

Semi-structured

19.05%

18.32%

37.36%

Highly Structured

11.36%

11.36%

22.71%

Total

48.72%

51.28%

100.00%

Table 16 - Response distribution percentage for each condition

Based on the collected demographic information, our participants include 187 (68.5 %) female and
86 (31.5 %) male MTurk workers, and they represent a wide range of age from 18 to over 55 years
old. More than 80 percent of the participants hold at least a college degree. And more than 97
percent were native English speakers, so they did not have a language proficiency barrier to respond
to the questions. The following table summarizes the descriptive statistics of our participants.

Gender

Age

Female
Male
18-24 years old
25-34
35-44
45-54
55 and over
82

187
86
26
92
57
38
60

68.5%
31.5%
9.5%
33.7%
20.9%
13.9%
22.0%

Education

Language
Proficiency

College
Graduate
High School
Undergraduate
Limited proficiency
Native English speaker
NOT native English
speaker, but proficient

93
50
54
76
1
265

34.1%
18.3%
19.8%
27.8%
0.4%
97.1%

7

2.6%

Table 17 – Descriptive statistics

The following table provides detailed information about the participants for the episodic type of

Utility of
structure

91
42
9
52
33
17
22
19
43
43
28

Flexibility

No

Speed of data
entry

Female
Male
18-24 yo
25-34 yo
Age
35-44 yo
45-54 yo
55 & over
Highschool
College
Education
Undergrad
Graduate
Gender

EPISODIC

Category

Ease of Data
entry

Variable

Accuracy

NSC

Completeness

content. The mean score of each dimension for the groups is provided.

6.04
5.92
6.41
5.90
5.99
5.96
6.12
6.16
5.90
6.04
6.00

6.00
5.91
6.48
5.93
5.90
5.90
6.02
6.30
5.98
5.84
5.93

6.33
6.04
6.59
6.17
6.19
6.39
6.20
6.40
6.08
6.30
6.27

5.64
5.53
6.00
5.50
5.56
5.71
5.68
5.86
5.53
5.69
5.40

5.44
5.42
5.37
5.50
5.34
5.45
5.44
5.42
5.51
5.32
5.51

5.79
5.78
5.78
5.85
5.71
5.80
5.76
6.05
5.72
5.85
5.62

Table 18 – Control variables statistics for episodic content

The following table provides detailed information about the participants for the semantic type of
content. The mean score of each dimension for the groups is provided.
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Flexibility

Utility of
structure

SEMANTIC

96
40
17
40
24
21
38
35
50
33
22

Speed of data
entry

Female
Male
18-24 yo
25-34 yo
Age
35-44 yo
45-54 yo
55 & over
Highschool
College
Education
Undergrad
Graduate
Gender

No

Ease of Data
entry

Category

Accuracy

Variable

Completeness

NSC

6.14
5.92
5.88
6.12
5.96
6.03
6.20
5.98
5.96
6.15
6.35

6.03
5.89
5.73
6.14
6.00
5.65
6.11
5.98
5.97
6.00
6.00

6.30
6.02
6.00
6.20
6.32
6.22
6.25
6.07
6.22
6.36
6.21

5.76
5.64
5.35
5.73
5.97
5.65
5.75
5.70
5.62
5.74
5.94

5.27
5.45
5.18
5.60
5.08
5.17
5.34
5.13
5.43
5.47
5.17

5.75
5.63
5.31
5.88
5.60
5.68
5.82
5.42
5.83
6.02
5.45

Table 19 - Control variables statistics for episodic content

Stage 1 – degree of structure vs PQoIC
In this experiment, we want to investigate whether considering the nature of shared content affects
data creators’ perceived quality of information collection for differently designed interfaces.
However, before considering the nature of shared content, we examine the relationship between the
degree of structure and PQoIC. We already investigated this relationship in Chapter 3. Using the
new set of data, we re-examine that relationship to make sure that we end up with consistent results.
First, we looked at the mean and standard deviation of the dimensions in each interface. The
following table summarizes the statistics for each interface.

Interface

Unstructured

PIQ Dimension

N

Completeness
Accuracy
Ease of Data Entry
Speed of Data Entry
Flexibility
Utility of Structure

109
109
109
109
109
109

Mean

6.25
6.16
6.32
5.80
5.48
5.90
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Std.Dev

0.747
0.784
0.731
0.998
0.929
1.036

Min

Max

3
3
4
3
4
2

7
7
7
7
7
7

Interface

Unstructured

Completeness
Accuracy
Ease of Data Entry
Speed of Data Entry
Flexibility
Utility of Structure

102
102
102
102
102
102

Completeness
Accuracy
Ease of Data Entry
Speed of Data Entry
Flexibility
Utility of Structure

62
62
62
62
62
62

Semi-Structured
6.07
0.836
3
6.06
0.818
4
6.19
0.817
3
5.52
1.031
3
5.43
0.990
2
5.76
0.946
3
Highly Structured
5.61
1.092
2
5.66
0.809
4
6.18
0.736
3
5.65
0.749
3
5.11
0.907
3
5.50
0.937
3

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

Table 20 – Statistics of each condition

To evaluate the differences between the interfaces, we compare the result of surveys that were
submitted by participants after using each interface. The table shows the statistics of PQoIC for
each interface design. However, the following chart depicts the changes in the mean score of the
content dimensions from unstructured to structured format. Similar to the findings of Chapter 3,
the mean score for both perceived completeness and accuracy are the lowest for highly structured
interface design.
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Figure 23 – Changes between interfaces – completeness & accuracy

The same thing happens for the structure dimensions. We can see the mean score is dropping, from
unstructured to structured format. As the following chart shows, the less-structured format holds
the highest score.

Figure 24 – Changes between interfaces – flexibility & utility of structure

Similar to the previous experiment, the only sub-construct that does not follow this pattern is the
process sub-construct. As the following figure shows, the chart follows a more linear pattern than
the other two charts.
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Figure 25 – Changes between interfaces – ease & speed of data entry

We also run the one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determine whether there are any
statistically significant differences among the three interfaces in terms of PQoIC. The following
table summarizes our ANOVA test.

PIQ Dimension

N

Completeness
Accuracy
Ease of Data Entry
Speed of Data Entry
Flexibility
Utility of Structure

273
273
273
273
273
273

Mean

6.04
6.01
6.24
5.66
5.38
5.76

Std.Dev

0.899
0.822
0.766
0.965
0.955
0.989

Min

Max

2
3
3
3
2
2

7
7
7
7
7
7

F

10.673
7.843
1.069
2.224
3.184
3.275

Sig.

0.000
0.000
0.345
0.110
0.043
0.039

Table 21 – ANOVA results

Interestingly, the results of this ANOVA test are very consistent with the results of the ANOVA
test in Chapter 3. We detect significant differences between interfaces for the data creators’
perceived completeness and accuracy. The results show that the recorded perceived completeness
(6.04, p < 0.000) is significantly different from one interface to the other. Also, data creators’
perception of accuracy (6.01, p <0.000) is significantly different while using differently designed
interfaces. The results on flexibility and utility of structure are also similar to the experiment in
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Chapter 3. Using interfaces with various degrees of structure results in significantly different scores
for both perceived flexibility (5.38, p < 0.043) and utility of structure (5.76, p < 0.039). Finally, we
did not detect any significant differences for perceived ease of data entry (6.24, p = 0.345) and
speed of data entry (5.66, p = 0.110).
Since the ANOVA test determines whether we have overall significant differences among the
interfaces, we carried a MANCOVA test with post hoc multiple comparisons using Tukey HSD,
with alpha = 0.05. The following is the result of the post hoc test.
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Dependent
Variable

(I)
InterfaceID

US
Completeness SS
HS
US
Accuracy

SS
HS
US

Ease of Data
Entry

SS
HS
US

Speed of
Data Entry

SS
HS
US

Flexibility

SS
HS
US

Utility of
Structure

SS
HS

(J)
InterfaceID

Difference
(I-J)

Std.
Error

Sig.

0.179
.635*
-0.179
.456*
-.635*
-.456*
0.097
.495*
-0.097
.398*
-.495*
-.398*
0.135
0.144
-0.135
0.009
-0.144
-0.009
0.279
0.153
-0.279
-0.126
-0.153
0.126
0.046
.364*
-0.046
0.318
-.364*
-0.318
0.134
.399*
-0.134
0.265
-.399*
-0.265

0.120
0.138
0.120
0.140
0.138
0.140
0.111
0.128
0.111
0.129
0.128
0.129
0.105
0.122
0.105
0.123
0.122
0.123
0.132
0.153
0.132
0.155
0.153
0.155
0.131
0.151
0.131
0.153
0.151
0.153
0.135
0.156
0.135
0.158
0.156
0.158

0.294
0.000
0.294
0.004
0.000
0.004
0.654
0.000
0.654
0.007
0.000
0.007
0.409
0.466
0.409
0.997
0.466
0.997
0.091
0.577
0.091
0.696
0.577
0.696
0.935
0.043
0.935
0.094
0.043
0.094
0.581
0.030
0.581
0.216
0.030
0.216

SS
HS
US
HS
US
SS
SS
HS
US
HS
US
SS
SS
HS
US
HS
US
SS
SS
HS
US
HS
US
SS
SS
HS
US
HS
US
SS
SS
HS
US
HS
US
SS

Table 22 – Post hoc results

The following table summarizes the p-value results of the post hoc test.
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95% Conf.
Lower
Upper

-0.10
0.31
-0.46
0.13
-0.96
-0.79
-0.16
0.19
-0.36
0.09
-0.80
-0.70
-0.11
-0.14
-0.38
-0.28
-0.43
-0.30
-0.03
-0.21
-0.59
-0.49
-0.51
-0.24
-0.26
0.01
-0.35
-0.04
-0.72
-0.68
-0.18
0.03
-0.45
-0.11
-0.77
-0.64

0.46
0.96
0.10
0.79
-0.31
-0.13
0.36
0.80
0.16
0.70
-0.19
-0.09
0.38
0.43
0.11
0.30
0.14
0.28
0.59
0.51
0.03
0.24
0.21
0.49
0.35
0.72
0.26
0.68
-0.01
0.04
0.45
0.77
0.18
0.64
-0.03
0.11

Dimension

Completeness

Accuracy
Ease of Data
Entry
Speed of
Data Entry
Flexibility
Utility of
Structure

Interface

US
SS
HS
US
SS
HS
US
SS
HS
US
SS
HS
US
SS
HS
US
SS
HS

US

.294
.000
.654
.000
.409
.466
.091
.577
.935
.043
.581
.030

SS

HS

.294

.000
.004

.004
.654
.007
.409
.997
.091
.696
.935
.094
.581

.000
.007
.466
.997
.577
.696
.043
.094
.030
.216

.216

Table 23 – Summary results of the post hoc test

This stage was conducted to validate our findings from Chapter 3. The results are similar to those
findings in different ways and consistently confirms our previous findings. Our findings show data
creators perceive that using less-structured information collection interfaces results in recording
more complete and accurate data than using more-structured information collection interfaces.
Also, data creators perceive that less-structured information collection interfaces are more flexible
and let higher utilize of structure than more-structured information collection interfaces. Now, we
take into account the Nature of Shared Content (NSC) in stage 2.
Stage 2 – Effect of Nature of Shared Content (NSC)
In this stage, we consider the nature of shared content and investigate the differences in data
creators’ PQoIC. We have categories six different conditions that comes from two types of content,
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semantic (S) vs episodic (E), and three interface designs (US: Unstructured, SS: Semi-Structured,
HS: Highly Structured). The following table summarizes descriptive statistics for each condition.

Interaction

US-E

SS-E

HS-E

PIQ Dimension

N

Mean

Std.Dev

N

Mean

Std.Dev

N

Mean

Std.Dev

Completeness
Accuracy
Ease of Data Entry
Speed of Data Entry
Flexibility
Utility of Structure

50
50
50
50
50
50

6.34
6.16
6.36
5.78
5.78
6.00

0.688
0.866
0.722
1.075
0.887
1.143

52
52
52
52
52
52

6.08
6.19
6.23
5.52
5.44
5.87

0.860
0.715
0.731
1.111
0.895
0.886

31
31
31
31
31
31

5.35
5.35
6.13
5.45
5.03
5.29

1.082
0.798
0.806
0.888
0.875
0.902

US-S
PIQ Dimension

N

Mean

Completeness
Accuracy
Ease of Data Entry

59
59
59

Speed of Data Entry
Flexibility
Utility of Structure

SS-S
Std.Dev

N

Mean

6.17
6.15
6.29

0.791 50
0.715 50
0.744 50

59

5.81

59
59

5.22
5.81

HS-S
Std.Dev

N

Mean

Std.Dev

6.06
5.92
6.14

0.818 31
0.900 31
0.904 31

5.87
5.97
6.23

1.056
0.706
0.669

0.937 50

5.52

0.953 31

5.84

0.523

0.892 50
0.937 50

5.42
5.66

1.090 31
1.002 31

5.19
5.71

0.946
0.938

Table 24 – Statistics of the six conditions

We depict the changes in the mean score of each dimension in the following charts. The first three
charts represent the mean score of responses for episodic scenarios, while the other three charts
represent the mean score of responses for semantic scenarios.
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Figure 26 – Line charts for episodic content

Figure 27 – Line charts for semantic content

In order to better understand the significant difference between the conditions, we need to run the
appropriate statistical test. However, visually, we can infer that the charts from the episodic
scenario are similar to the charts of stage 1. However, the charts related to the semantic scenario
does not seem to follow a similar pattern.
We run the one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determine whether there are any statistically
significant differences among the different groups. We examine the interaction of the degree of
structure and nature of shared content. So, we compare the PQoIC results of the six groups. The
following table summarizes our ANOVA test.
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PIQ Dimension

Completeness
Accuracy
Ease of Data Entry
Speed of Data Entry
Flexibility
Utility of Structure

N

273
273
273
273
273
273

Mean

Std.Dev

6.04
6.01
6.24
5.66
5.38
5.76

0.899
0.822
0.766
0.965
0.955
0.989

Std.
Error

0.054
0.050
0.046
0.058
0.058
0.060

Min

Max

2
3
3
3
2
2

7
7
7
7
7
7

F

Sig.

5.650
5.726
0.592
1.397
3.341
2.313

0.000
0.000
0.706
0.226
0.006
0.044

Table 25 – ANOVA test results

The initial results of our ANOVA test show that we have significant differences among the six
conditions for some of the dimensions. The recorded perceived completeness (6.04, p < 0.000) and
accuracy (6.01, p < 0.000) differs among the six groups significantly. Moreover, we detected
significant differences for perceived flexibility (5.38, p < 0.05) and utility of structure (5.76, p <
0.05). Similar to the previous experiment, no significant differences were identified for perceived
ease of data entry (6.24, p = 0.706) and speed of data entry (5.66, p < 0.226). However, these
findings just reveal significant differences between some of the conditions. So, we need to run a
post hoc analysis to compare the conditions one by one. The following table summarizes the pvalue results of our post hoc Tukey test.
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Utility of Structure

Flexibility

Speed of Data
Entry

Ease of Data
Entry

Accuracy

Completeness

Dim

US-E
US-E
SS-E
HS-E
US-S
SS-S
HS-S
US-E
SS-E
HS-E
US-S
SS-S
HS-S
US-E
SS-E
HS-E
US-S
SS-S
HS-S
US-E
SS-E
HS-E
US-S
SS-S
HS-S
US-E
SS-E
HS-E
US-S
SS-S
HS-S

0.639
0.000
0.908
0.584
0.167
1.000
0.000
1.000
0.651
0.894
0.958
0.777
0.997
0.708
0.973

0.745
0.745
0.668
1.000
0.755
1.000
0.453
0.007
0.025
0.389
0.070

US-E
SS-E
HS-E
US-S
SS-S
HS-S

SS-E HS-E US-S
0.639 0.000 0.908
0.004 0.993
0.004
0.000
0.993 0.000
1.000 0.005 0.986
0.900 0.176 0.625
1.000 0.000 1.000
0.000 1.000
0.000
0.000
1.000 0.000
0.505 0.023 0.643
0.809 0.029 0.898
0.958 0.777 0.997
0.992 0.999
0.992
0.938
0.999 0.938
0.991 1.000 0.917
1.000 0.996 0.999

0.982
0.020
0.920
0.507
0.785

0.930
0.651
0.505
0.023
0.643
1.000
0.708
0.991
1.000
0.917

HS-S
0.167
0.900
0.176
0.625
0.930
0.894
0.809
0.029
0.898
1.000
0.973
1.000
0.996
0.999
0.997

0.997

0.385
0.813
1.000
0.850

0.945
0.459
0.984

1.000 0.755 1.000
0.593 1.000 0.687
0.535 1.000 0.609
0.607 1.000
0.607
0.696
1.000 0.696
0.025 0.389 0.070
0.813 1.000 0.850
0.945 0.459 0.984
0.877 1.000
0.877
0.897
1.000 0.897

0.982

0.020

0.920 0.507 0.785

0.102

1.000 0.896 0.982
0.155 0.563 0.540
0.964 0.997
0.964
1.000
0.997 1.000

1.000
0.593
1.000
0.687
0.453

0.102
1.000
0.896
0.982

0.668
1.000

SS-S
0.584
1.000
0.005
0.986

0.535
1.000
0.609
0.007
0.385

0.155
0.563
0.540

Table 26 – Summary results of post hoc test

This table shows the comparison between each two conditions. And the highlighted cells in the
table shows the significance. As the ANOVA test reveals, we did not detect any significant
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differences in terms of perceived ease and speed of data entry among the six conditions. However,
the perceived completeness mean score for using a highly structured format to collect episodic
content is significantly lower than using unstructured or semi-structured format. The same results
also gained for the perceived accuracy dimension. Moreover, the perceived flexibility and utility
of structure for the unstructured-episodic condition is significantly higher than the unstructuredsemantic condition.
To better understand the differences, we show the results of the post hoc test based on the degree
of structure in design. The following table is episodic vs semantic comparison within each interface:

PIQ
Dimension
US-E
US-S

Unstructured - Episodic vs. Semantic
Ease of Speed
Data
of Data
Utility of
Completeness Accuracy
Entry
Entry
Flexibility
Structure
6.34
6.16
6.36
5.78
5.78
6.00
6.17
6.15
6.29
5.81
5.22
5.81

PIQ
Dimension
SS-E
SS-S

Semi-structured - Episodic vs. Semantic
Ease of Speed
Data
of Data
Utility of
Completeness Accuracy
Entry
Entry
Flexibility
Structure
6.08
6.19
6.23
5.52
5.44
5.87
6.06
5.92
6.14
5.52
5.42
5.66

PIQ
Dimension
HS-E
HS-S

Highly structured - Episodic vs. Semantic
Ease of Speed
Data
of Data
Utility of
Completeness Accuracy
Entry
Entry
Flexibility
Structure
5.35
5.35
6.13
5.45
5.03
5.29
5.87
5.97
6.23
5.84
5.19
5.71
Table 27 – Episodic vs semantic comparison

This table indicated that data creators have different perceptions of flexibility based on whether
they record episodic or semantic content. Specifically, while using the unstructured interface, data
creators’ perception of flexibility is significantly higher for episodic data than for semantic data.
The following chart Depicts how each dimension changes between semantic and episodic content
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in the unstructured interface. The only dimension that significantly drops is perceived flexibility
which is represented by the bold purple line.

Figure 28 – Mean score – flexibility in unstructured interface

Moreover, the table indicates that data creators have different perceptions of accuracy based on
whether they record episodic or semantic content. Specifically, while using a highly structured
interface, data creators’ perception of accuracy is significantly higher for semantic data than for
episodic data. The following chart Depicts how each dimension changes between semantic and
episodic content in a structured interface. The only dimension that significantly increases is
perceived accuracy which is represented by the bold purple line.
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Figure 29 – Mean score – accuracy in structured interface

We also run the ANOVA test for episodic content and semantic content separately. First, we only
consider episodic content. These contents were recorded using either unstructured, semi-structured
or structured interface. So, we run the test to investigate any significant difference among the
interfaces. The following table summarizes the results. The findings are very similar to the
experiment in Chapter 3. The unstructured format was able to collect episodic content with
significantly higher completeness (6.34, p < 0.000) and accuracy (6.16, p < 0.000), supporting our
H2a hypothesis. The results for perceived flexibility (5.78, p < 0.005) and utility of structure (6.00,
p < 0.05) are also significant, which supports our H2c hypothesis. Again, there is no significant
difference detected for perceived ease (p = 0.383) and speed of data entry (p=0.305). Similar to
Chapter 3, our hypotheses for perceived ease and speed of data entry (H2b) is not supported.
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PIQ Dimension Completeness Accuracy
6.34
6.16
US-E
6.08
6.19
SS-E
5.35
5.35
HS-E
12.852
12.760
F - value
0.000
0.000
Sig.

Ease of Speed
Data
of Data
Utility of
Entry
Entry
Flexibility Structure
6.36
5.78
5.78
6.00
6.23
5.52
5.44
5.87
6.13
5.45
5.03
5.29
0.966
1.199
6.847
5.178
0.383
0.305
0.001
0.007

Table 28 – Interface comparison for episodic content

We run the same test for semantic content too. These contents were recorded using either
unstructured, semi-structured or structured interface. The following table summarizes the results.
The findings are very different from episodic content (and the experiment in Chapter 3). We did
not detect any significant differences between groups for any dimension. The results of comparison
for perceived completeness (p = 0.301), accuracy (p = 0.273), ease of data entry (p = 0.622), speed
of data entry (p = 0.146), flexibility (p = 0.479), and utility of structure (p = 0.698) were not
significant. The results do not support our hypotheses for semantic content (H3a, H3b, and H3c).

PIQ Dimension Completeness Accuracy
6.17
6.15
US-S
6.06
5.92
SS-S
5.87
5.97
HS-S
1.210
1.309
F - value
0.301
0.273
Sig.

Ease of Speed
Data
of Data
Utility of
Entry
Entry
Flexibility Structure
6.29
5.81
5.22
5.81
6.14
5.52
5.42
5.66
6.23
5.84
5.19
5.71
0.476
1.949
0.740
0.360
0.622
0.146
0.479
0.698

Table 29 - Interface comparison for semantic content

Similar to the experiment in Chapter 3, We also studied the control variables to detect any
significant differences. We run multivariate tests for the demographic statistics. The following table
shows the results of the test.
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Source

Gender

Age

Education

Dependent Variable
Completeness
Accuracy
Ease of Data Entry
Speed of Data Entry
Flexibility
Utility of Structure
Completeness
Accuracy
Ease of Data Entry
Speed of Data Entry
Flexibility
Utility of Structure
Completeness
Accuracy
Ease of Data Entry
Speed of Data Entry
Flexibility
Utility of Structure

Mean
Square
0.486
0.049
3.57
0.073
1.192
0.155
0.689
0.004
0.04
0.025
0.571
0
4.622
0.008
0.739
0.227
0.876
0.04

F

Sig.

0.811
0.094
7.305
0.085
1.505
0.177
1.149
0.008
0.082
0.029
0.721
0
7.708
0.015
1.513
0.263
1.106
0.046

0.369
0.759
0.007
0.770
0.221
0.675
0.285
0.928
0.775
0.866
0.397
0.995
0.006
0.903
0.220
0.608
0.294
0.830

Partial Eta
Squared
0.003
0
0.027
0
0.006
0.001
0.004
0
0
0
0.003
0
0.029
0
0.006
0.001
0.004
0

Table 30 – Test of between-subjects effect

We detected significant differences in the perceived ease of data entry between male and female
participants. Similar to the previous experiments, the process of data creation is perceived
significantly easier (p < 0.05) for our female participants compared to our male participants.
Finally, we detect a significant difference in perceived completeness among participants with
different levels of education.
Data consumers’ view
In the previous section, we evaluated the perceived quality of information collection (PQoIC) from
data creators’ view. In this section, we assess the recorded content from data consumers’ view. By
evaluating the two major components of online communities, we could better understand the
quality of the recorded outcome.
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We have selected 171 responses from the previous experiment. These responses were collected by
either the unstructured interface (109 responses) or the structured interface (62 responses). Our data
set includes 81 episodic responses and 90 semantic responses. Each response was shown to 5
different participants (on average), who were asked to evaluate the response. Similar to the
experiment in Chapter 3, our evaluation process contains both quantitative and qualitative sections.
The following table summarizes the distributions of the presented responses.

NSC

Degree of
Structure

Interface Design

Episodic Semantic Total

Unstructured

50

59

109

Highly Structured

31

31

62

Total

81

90

171

Table 31 - Distribution of responses used in this experiment

The survey that we used in this experiment was similar to the experiment in Chapter 3. We asked
participants six 7-point Likert-scaled questions about the content being complete, accurate,
effortful, well-structured, useful, and data creators’ sincerity. As we are not able to statistically
compare the results of these two experiments, we visually compare the recorded results using line
charts. The following chart shows the data creators and data consumers’ average score of perceived
completeness in the unstructured interface. We present the chart for episodic and semantic content
separately. As it appears in the chart, the lines are relatively closer together in the episodic content,
compared to in the semantic content. This implies that data consumers’ perceived completeness is
closer to data creators’ perceived completeness when the episodic content is recorded. In other
words, data consumers seem not satisfied with the recorded content related to a general fact or
knowledge. In our particular example, data consumers assume that a person’s experience of having
Flu, shared in an unstructured format, is fairly complete (and their assumption is almost similar to
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the data creator’s assumption). However, a person’s description of the Flu as a common disease,
recorded in an unstructured format, is not deemed as complete (and there is a gap between data
creators and data consumers’ assumptions in this case).

Figure 30 - Data creators vs data consumers’ perception of completeness– Unstructured

We also provide a similar line chart for perceived accuracy. As we can see in the following chart,
no particular trend has been detected in the accuracy chart. The difference between these two
dimensions (completeness and accuracy) indicates that despite episodic or semantic content is
being recorded, data creators and data consumers have a similar perception about the accuracy.
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However, the completeness, or data creators’ expectation of the potential content, differs according
to the nature of shared content (NSC).

Figure 31 - Data creators vs data consumers’ perception of accuracy – Unstructured

We also run the same analyses for the structured interface. The following chart shows the data
creators and data consumers’ average score of perceived completeness in the structured interface.
Similar to the findings of Chapter 3, data consumers’ perception of completeness in the structured
format is generally higher than unstructured format. When the content is recorded in the structured
format, data consumers feel that the completeness is relatively high. However, data creators’
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perception of completeness is relatively low for episodic content, reconfirming our findings from
the previous section.

Figure 32 - Data creators vs data consumers’ perception of completeness– Structured

The following chart presents data creators and data consumers perception of accuracy in the
structured format. As we can see, there is no noticeable pattern is detected.
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Figure 33 - Data creators vs data consumers’ perception of accuracy – Structured

We also compare the data consumers’ responses on usefulness and sincerity of the contributor.
Similar to the finding of Chapter 3, these two dimensions follow almost the same pattern. However,
if we look at the unstructured interface chart, we can identify a difference between the right and the
left side of the chart. The right side represents the episodic responses, while the left side represents
the semantic content. As we can see, the differences between data creators and data consumers’
perception are greater in semantic content than in episodic content. In other words, even though the
data consumer perceive that the semantic content recorded through unstructured format is not very
useful, they did not question data creators’ sincerity. The following chart presents this relationship.
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Figure 34 - Data consumers’ perceived usefulness vs data creators’ sincerity perceived by consumers

Furthermore, we analyzed data consumers’ responses to our qualitative questions. Generally, our
findings are very similar to the findings of the experiment in Chapter 3. From data consumers’ point
of view, an unstructured interface is able to catch some unexpected details that may be ignored in
the structured format. However, the unstructured format is vulnerable in collecting some obvious
details of the topic. Moreover, the unstructured format gives the data creator ability to exaggerate
or to go beyond the topic. Furthermore, the unstructured interface is more likely to give the data
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consumer the power to judge the data creator. In some cases, the data consumers deem the creator
dishonest, insincere or emotional.
In this section, we empirically compare data creators versus data consumers’ perception of
information quality and determine if people’s perceptions of quality agree with objective measures.
Generally, we argue that our findings are consistent with the findings of data creators’ experiments.
The comparison between the two major components of online communities stands to further
contribute to the theory of information quality. Our results indicate the benefits of measuring both
data creators and consumers point of view on perceived IQ to gain a comprehensive perspective on
the impact of the variables of interest on information quality.
Discussion
We show that using differently-designed interfaces results in noticeable differences in perceptions
of IQ. In other words, data creators feel differently when they are asked to create content using
differently-designed interfaces. This finding directs interface designers’ attention to the importance
of the appropriate degree of structure in interface design.
Our research demonstrates a connection between information system design and human memory –
an obvious, but thus far neglected IQ factor. Indeed, especially in UGC settings, much of the content
produced originated in the memory of the contributors. Consequently, it is reasonable to posit that
a greater sensitivity to the memory structures of humans, may result in improvements in IQ - a
proposition that has already been supported by our findings. Further, this study will extend the
literature by enhancing our understanding of the structure-degree of different kinds of UGC. The
results of this study can be used by researchers to further discuss the role of an appropriate degree
of structure to collect data effectively and efficiently. Furthermore, findings of this research enrich
the IQ literature by empirically comparing perceived IQ by data creators and data consumers–
another common issue that has been consistently understudied in previous research.
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Data creators perceive that they are able to record more complete and accurate content while using
a less-structured interface format. However, this is not always true. Our findings show that data
creators’ perception depends on the nature of shared content. In other words, data creators do
perceive that they are able to record more complete and accurate content while using less-structured
interface format, but only for episodic content. Therefore, data creators appreciate the value of
unstructured interface while sharing their personal experiences, not while sharing general facts or
knowledge. This finding could be helpful in designing interfaces in online communities. If an
interface is intended to collect users’ experiences, it should be designed in a less-structured format
to let the user feel happier and more productive. On the other hand, data creators’ perception of IQ
for an interface intended to collect semantic content does not depend on the interface’s degree of
structure.
Our work is expected to help practitioners improve the design of UGC platforms and support the
adoption of UGC by organizations. First, providing appropriate data-entry interface helps to
enhance users’ self-expression. In UGC context, especially in social media, users are willing to
express their opinions. If users have something to share and could not find the appropriate medium
or a convenient format to share, they get discouraged and may abandon the platform or provide
distorted data. The findings of this study will lead to new design principles that improve users’
ability to express themselves online. Second, providing a more effective data-entry interface
improves the quality of UGC. It results in a more complete and accurate data for data consumers
who are increasingly seeking to use UGC in their analysis and decision-making.
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CHAPTER 5: Conclusion
Our findings support our propositions on the importance of the Nature of Shared Content (NSC).
When we compared the datasets based on the type of recorded information, our results were
significant. We find it interesting that semantic content and episodic content are treated differently
within a certain interface. While using a highly structured interface, data creators’ perception of
accuracy is significantly higher for semantic data than for episodic data. In fact, data creators who
used the structured interface perceive that they are able to produce more accurate content when
they are recording content related to knowing something, as opposed to recording content related
to remembering something. Moreover, using an unstructured interface, data creators’ perception of
flexibility is significantly higher for episodic data than for semantic data.
The comparison between the two sides of perceived IQ stands to further contribute to the theory of
information quality. Our results indicate the need to measure both data creators and consumers
point of view on perceived IQ to gain a comprehensive perspective on the impact of the variables
of interest on information quality.
Our findings, based on perceived IQ, are of potential significance to theory and practice of UGC
and information quality. They show the value of unstructured data, especially for storing episodic
information. In particular, they suggest that when more rigid formats are used to capture UGC,
people may feel that they were not able to fully express themselves. This may have a negative
impact on the overall experience of people with the platform where data collection took place.
Furthermore, and also equally important, considering that users perceive some deficiencies for
completeness and accuracy when the wrong format is chosen, it means that when organizations
begin to analyze such UGC, these deficiencies may result in inappropriate decisions being made
based on such data. Further, our findings support our propositions on the importance of Nature of
Shared Content (NSC). In certain conditions, our results were significant, when we compared the
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data sets based on the type of recorded information. This finding encourages us to consider more
detailed future work to see the users’ response to record different types of information.
Our work is expected to help practitioners improve the design of UGC platforms and to support the
adoption of UGC by organizations. First, providing appropriate data-entry interfaces helps to
enhance users’ self-expression. In the UGC context, especially in social media, users are willing to
express their opinions. If users have something to share and cannot find the appropriate medium or
a convenient format for sharing, they can be discouraged and might abandon the platform or provide
distorted data. The findings of this study will lead to new design principles that improve users’
ability to express themselves online. At this stage, our proposed principles could include:
-

Identifying the nature of to-be-shared content. Prior to recording content, the data creators
could be given a very simple question that asks about the nature of the content. The
question could simply ask whether the to-be-shared content is associated with data
creators’ personal experience or his/her knowledge about something.

-

Specifying the topic of to-be-shared content. Depending on the context, usually, the
possible topics are predictable. For example, in a specific forum of an online healthcare
community that is meant to discuss a particular disease, symptoms, drugs, side effects,
treatments, lifestyles, and physicians are the possible topics. Data creators could help to
specify the topic of to-be-shared content, by responding to a single multiple-choice
question.

-

Recognizing potentially noteworthy points in a specific topic. If all of the most-rated
previous comments on the topic of side effects have talked about a severe headache, the
system could ask the data creator about a possible headache or suggest talking about
headaches. Using text mining, designers could use previous content to create a potential
structured data collection interface for different topics.
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-

Assigning a suitable interface to collect the information. Previous steps enabled the system
to recognize the nature of to-be-shared content and to be equipped with differently designed
interfaces. Perhaps the most notable design guideline originating in our findings is that
different kinds of information should be collected using different interfaces. Specifically,
we see that episodic information is best collected using unstructured interfaces, while
structured ones are better suited to semantic information. Now, the system is able to
provide a customized information collection interface based on the data creators’
responses.

The other implication of this research is the ability to customize the interface design based on the
type of to-be-shared content. The findings of this research indicate that both the degree of structure
and nature of to-be-shared content could affect data creators’ perception of information quality.
Consequently, if the system could specify the type of to-be-shared content before sharing it, the
system could offer the appropriate interface to collect the content in a more satisfying way to users.
This provides a more effective data-entry interface that improves the quality of UGC. Both at the
individual and the organization level, it results in more complete and accurate data for data
consumers, who are increasingly seeking to use UGC in their analysis and decision-making.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A
Screenshots of interfaces offering differently structured options:
-

Facebook:

-

Imdb:

-

Yahoo!:
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Appendix B
Unstructured format:
Task:

Have you ever traveled by airplane? Could you remember and share your
experience of the last time (or a memorable time) you traveled by airplane? If
No, you are not qualified to take part in this experiment.... If that's the case for
you, please close this page! And thank you for your time!.... If yes, you are
definitely qualified to take part in this experiment.
Remember your last trip on an airplane (or any memorable trip on an airplane)...
We want you to please share your pre-flight experience as much as you can
remember. Let's consider "Pre-flight experience" any flight-related activity
between the moment that you get to the airport and the moment that you get on
the plane, including checking-in your bags, getting boarding pass, going through
security check, looking for and finding the boarding gate, waiting in lines,
waiting at the gate, visiting a shopping/dining/entertaining place, using airport
train system/golf carts/moving walkways, boarding the plane, dealing with
airport's staff and so on...
Please take your time and write whatever you remember about this
experience. Assume that you are writing your experience as a story (include any
details that you want). Please write as much as you can.

Interface:

An open box field is provided to collect the response.
Semi-structured format:

Task:

Have you ever traveled by airplane? Could you remember and share your
experience of the last time (or a memorable time) you traveled by airplane? If
No, you are not qualified to take part in this experiment.... If that's the case for
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you, please close this page! And thank you for your time!.... If yes, you are
definitely qualified to take part in this experiment.
Remember your last trip on an airplane (or any memorable trip on an airplane)...
We want you to please share your pre-flight experience as much as you can
remember. Let's consider "Pre-flight experience" any flight-related activity
between the moment that you get to the airport and the moment that you get on
the plane, including checking-in your bags, getting boarding pass, going through
security check, looking for and finding the boarding gate, waiting in lines,
waiting at the gate, visiting a shopping/dining/entertaining place, using airport
train system/golf carts/moving walkways, boarding the plane, dealing with
airport's staff and so on...
Please take your time and write whatever you remember about this
experience. Assume that you are writing your experience as a story (include any
details that you want). Please write as much as you can. Also, write three
hashtags.
As you may have seen in social media, hashtags are used to allow users to apply
dynamic tagging to their content. So, any keyword or phrase (can not contain
space) that seems important in your writing can come after # sign to make a
hashtag. For example:

Interface:

An open box field is provided to collect the response. Furthermore, three
separate interfaces are provided to collect each hashtag.
Structured format:

Task:

Have you ever traveled by airplane? Could you remember and share your
experience of the last time (or a memorable time) you traveled by airplane? If
No, you are not qualified to take part in this experiment.... If that's the case for
you, please close this page! And thank you for your time!.... If yes, you are
definitely qualified to take part in this experiment.
Remember your last trip on an airplane (or any memorable trip on an
airplane).Please answer the following questions about this experience.

Interface:

A list of questions and detailed provided choices are available on Figure 8.
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Appendix C
Survey for Data Consumers’ experiment:
-

In your opinion, how complete and comprehensive is the above description of all the events
that actually occurred? Very incomplete----- Very complete

-

What (if any) details do you think were omitted by this person? Why?

-

In your opinion, how accurate or truthful the above passage describes what actually
happened to this person? Very inaccurate----- very accurate

-

Which, if any, parts of this description may be inaccurate or untruthful? Why?

-

Providing information creation takes time and effort, how effortful do you think it was for
this person to provide the description above? Required no effort at all ----- Required
extreme effort

-

Assuming that you want to use this description for future decisions, how well structured
was this description for future use? Extremely disordered ----- Extremely well-structured

-

Assuming that you want to use this description for future decisions, how useful is this
description to you? Extremely useless ----- Extremely useful

-

In your opinion, how genuine/sincere was the author? Extremely insincere----- Extremely
sincere

-

Finally, what, if anything, can you tell about this person from the description he or she
provided?

Appendix D
Episodic Content
Unstructured format:
Task:

Have you ever caught cold, the Flu or any similar disease? Could you remember
and describe the last time (or a memorable time) that you got sick? If No, you
are not qualified to take part in this experiment.... If that's the case for you,
please close this page! And thank you for your time!.... If yes, you are definitely
qualified to take part in this experiment.
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Remember the last time (or a memorable time) you got sick (cold, the flu,…).
We want you to share your experience through out the sickness period as much
as you remember. Let's consider "the sickness period" the moment the first
vague, general symptoms showed up (onset phase) to the moment that you felt
totally fine (all symptoms were gone). Your experience during this sickness
period can be related to the onset phase, illness phase, convalescence phase, the
duration of each phase, symptoms, severity of each symptom in each period,
medicines that you took, people who you consulted with, places that you visited
for treatment, the money that you spend on treatment, everything you did to
accelerate the treatment process and so on …

Interface:

Please take your time and write whatever you remember about this experience.
Assume that you are writing your experience as a story (include any details that
you want). Please write as much as you can.
An open box field is provided to collect the response.
Semi-structured format:

Task:

Have you ever caught cold, the Flu or any similar disease? Could you remember
and describe the last time (or a memorable time) that you got sick? If No, you
are not qualified to take part in this experiment.... If that's the case for you,
please close this page! And thank you for your time!.... If yes, you are definitely
qualified to take part in this experiment.
Remember the last time (or a memorable time) you got sick (cold, the flu,…).
We want you to share your experience through out the sickness period as much
as you remember. Let's consider "the sickness period" the moment the first
vague, general symptoms showed up (onset phase) to the moment that you felt
totally fine (all symptoms were gone). Your experience during this sickness
period can be related to the onset phase, illness phase, convalescence phase, the
duration of each phase, symptoms, severity of each symptom in each period,
medicines that you took, people who you consulted with, places that you visited
for treatment, the money that you spend on treatment, everything you did to
accelerate the treatment process and so on …
Please take your time and write whatever you remember about this experience.
Assume that you are writing your experience as a story (include any details that
you want). Please write as much as you can. Also, write three hashtags.
As you may have seen in social media, hashtags are used to allow users to apply
dynamic tagging to their content. So, any keyword or phrase (can not contain
space) that seems important in your writing can come after # sign to make a
hashtag. For example:
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Interface:

An open box field is provided to collect the response. Furthermore, three
separate interfaces are provided to collect each hashtag.
Structured format:

Task:

Interface:

Have you ever caught cold, the Flu or any similar disease? Could you remember
and describe the last time (or a memorable time) that you got sick? If No, you
are not qualified to take part in this experiment.... If that's the case for you,
please close this page! And thank you for your time!.... If yes, you are definitely
qualified to take part in this experiment.
Remember the last time (or a memorable time) you got sick (cold, the flu,…).
Please answer the following questions about this experience.
A list of questions and detailed provided choices are available on Figure 21.

Semantic Content
Unstructured format:
Task:

Are you familiar with Influenza (the Flu)? Could you describe this disease based
on your general knowledge? If No, you are not qualified to take part in this
experiment.... If that's the case for you, please close this page! And thank you
for your time!.... If yes, you are definitely qualified to take part in this
experiment.
We want you to describe the Influenza disease. Based on your general
knowledge, share whatever you know about this disease. Try to mention all the
facts that you know about Influenza. This can include the types of Influenza,
causes of disease, its symptoms, its different phases, its duration, suggested
medicine, suggested lifestyle changes, suggested eating habits, its possible
consequences, ways to control the disease and so on...

Interface:

Please take your time and write whatever you know about this disease. Assume
that you are describing Influenza to someone who doesn't know anything about
it. Please write as much as you can.
An open box field is provided to collect the response.
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Semi-structured format:
Task:

Are you familiar with Influenza ( the Flu)? Could you describe this disease
based on your general knowledge? If No, you are not qualified to take part in
this experiment.... If that's the case for you, please close this page! And thank
you for your time!.... If yes, you are definitely qualified to take part in this
experiment.
We want you to describe the Influenza disease. Based on your general
knowledge, share whatever you know about this disease. Try to mention all the
facts that you know about Influenza. This can include the types of Influenza,
causes of disease, its symptoms, its different phases, its duration, suggested
medicine, suggested lifestyle changes, suggested eating habits, its possible
consequences, ways to control the disease and so on...
Please take your time and write whatever you know about this disease. Assume
that you are describing Influenza to someone who doesn't know anything about
it. Please write as much as you can. Also, write three hashtags.
As you may have seen in social media, hashtags are used to allow users to apply
dynamic tagging to their content. So, any keyword or phrase (can not contain
space) that seems important in your writing can come after # sign to make a
hashtag. For example:

Interface:

An open box field is provided to collect the response. Furthermore, three
separate interfaces are provided to collect each hashtag.
Structured format:

Task:

Are you familiar with Influenza ( the Flu)? Could you describe this disease
based on your general knowledge? If No, you are not qualified to take part in
this experiment.... If that's the case for you, please close this page! And thank
you for your time!.... If yes, you are definitely qualified to take part in this
experiment.
We want you to describe the Influenza disease. Please answer the following
questions about Influenza based on your general knowledge.

Interface:

A list of questions and detailed provided choices are available on Figure 22.
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